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In the following pages I have attempted to jo t down a few
notes concerning the Jesuits of the 17th and 18th centuries and
their relation to astronomy: I say notes, because more than that
these lines cannot claim to be; as a long sickness has prevented
and stillf prevents me from making them more complete, orderly
and uniform.
It is certainly a great tribute, redounding to the honor of the
Jesuits no less than to the fairmindedness of Professor Forster,
Director of the Berlin Observatory, when he sa}rs in the Vierteljahresschrift o f the Astronomische Gesellschaft: “ Amongst the
members of the Society of Jesus in the past and in the present we
find so many excellent astronomers, and in general so many in
vestigators of purest scientific devotion, that it is of important
interest to their colleagues in science to notice them etc..’’I
This portrayal by no means claims perfection or completeness
for them, but it will probably show that the relation of the old
Jesuits to astronomy was very heartfelt, very intimate and well
cultivated, and that astronomy was treated in an anything but
step-motherly way.
I speak exclusively of the old Jesuits, and understand thereby
those who were members of the Society before its suppression.
The Society of Jesus was founded in 1540, and was dissolved
through the intrigues of the Bourbon courts in 1773. It is selfevident that beginnings were very modest, and the still not-numerous Jesuits so much occupied by their chief work, the applica
tion of their zeal to the salvation of souls directly, that scientific
labors in the direction mentioned were not to be thought of.
Hence the interval in question is narrowed down at best from
1550 until 1800, that is, to about 20 years beyond the Suppres
sion, since many ex-Jesuits, who had received their education in
the Society, lived and labored until about that time. Although
* “ Die Jesuiten des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts und ihr Verhaltnis zur Astron
omic” by Johann Schreiber, S. J., Assistant Astronomer at the Haynald Obser
vatory, Kalocsa, Hungary. Natur und Offenbarung, Vol. 49, 1903.— Translated
by William F. Rigge, S. J., Creighton University Observatory, Omaha, Neb.
f Father Schreiber, the author, died March 10, 3 903.
'
:j: Vierteljahresschrift der A. G. 1890, page 60.
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these studies were not their exclusive nor even their principal aim,
thej7 have nevertheless during these tw o and a half centuries been
able to do valuable work.
Poggendorff’s biographical dictionary of the exact sciences con
tains in its first tw o volumes the names of 8,847 savants from
remote antiquity until 1863., Amongst these names which em
brace many centuries, we find that a little more than 10 per cent
are Catholic clergymen, a number by no means to be despised,
when one reflects that the rest for the most part, as the notes
about them prove, belonged to a profession which obliged them
to do something in the exact sciences, such as engineers, profes
sors of physics and mathematics, chemists, hydrographers, nau
tical men, and the like. And amongst the Catholic clergymen,
who have done literary work in the domain of the exact sciences,
the Jesuits again number over 45 per cent. So that among the
great number of men of all times who have done literary work
in the exact sciences, the Jesuits during the short space of 2%
centuries, figure up a very respectable sum, nearly 5 per cent.
It appears from De Backer’s Bibliotheque des Ecrivains de la
Comp, de Jesus, 1876, and with the aid of its annexed Table
methodique, that 217 authors have done literary work in astron
omy specifically. This does not mean that all these productions
were very excellent, but at all events it follows necessarily that in
the Society of Jesus astronomy had by no means gone to sleep,
but had developed a busy life, and as far as matters were destined
to go, had blossomed to an ever-increasing extent. We may, of
course, lay some stress upon the circumstance that in former
times, when, as far as words are concerned, much less learning
was required of individuals than today in our age of examina
tions without number and without end, the knowledge of the
principles of astronomy was spread farther and more generally
than now;* because almost all of those of the Society of Jesus
who were engaged in astronomy, even those who were in any
way prominent, took up astronomy s d to say, out of private
zeal, for they were primarily bound to attend to other functions,
for instance, as professors of mathematics, philosophy, theology,
or frequently as rectors of important colleges.
Astrology.
At the time that the members of the Society of Jesus began
their astronomical activity, the status of astronomy was not
well defined. Astronomus, astrologus and mathematicus were
* Dr. Karl Kostersitz.

t)ber Bergobservatorien. Vienna, 1901.
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very ambiguous terms. They might mean as well astronomer in
our sense, as astrologer in our sense, that is, a savant, or a cheat
as well, who has recourse to divination; or again in many cases
both, a savant, who, while not exactly intending to deceive, was
not able to emancipate himself completely from the views of his
age, especially as divination was held in higher repute than true
astronomy, and astronomers were in danger of starving to death,
if they did not in addition dabble in astrology. This was the
condition of affairs at the beginning of the 17th century. The
good and great Kepler himself could not entirely escape this
danger; he admits it himself: “ This Astrology may be indeed a
foolish little daughter: but, good God! where would her mother,
the highly intelligent Astronomy remain, if she did not have this
silly daughter. * * * And the Mathematicorum salaria are so
meager that the mother would surely suffer hunger, if the daugh
ter did not earn anything.”
At all events Kepler seemed really to believe in astrology to
some extent and not to indulge in pure deceit. Thus he once
wrote a letter to Fathers N. Serrarius and J. Ziegler in Mayence,
October 18, 1606; he sent them a work he intended to publish,
and asked them for their opinion (for the Protestant Kepler was
upon the best terms with the Jesuits) and said they should speak
out their minds freely, he was not so sensitive * * *, at most
they might pick a slight quarrel with him on account of astrol
ogy, but he believed that he was yet within the limits of the per
missible.
In this weakness he had yet many models and colleagues of
high-sounding names, such as Nostradamus, Regiomontanus,
Stofler, Melanchthon, etc.
With this astrology, the separation and removal of which from
astronomy, was assuredly itself a meritorious work, the Jesuits
were by no means on good terms. Already in 1591 Father Bene
dict Perrerius made a vigorous attack upon it. He wrote a work
on the different kinds of superstitions, and very particularly “ de
divinatione astrologica.” It went through five editions. In like
manner Fr. Alexander de Angelis “ In Astrologos conjectores”
libri 5. Romas, 1604. In the year 1676 the 7th edition entered
upon the field. Fathers Roberti, Renaud, Pinamonti, Noceti, did
similar work. Fr. Nicolas Caussin in 1649 published in the press
a letter to a “ personne illustre sur le curiosite des Horoscopes.”
The horoscope, that is, divining the character of a person from
the positions of the stars at his birth, in other words, predicting
—or mendaciously fabricating—his future fortunes, was,—I am
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using the words of the Zurich Professor Wolf—“ from the begin
ning a pure fraud and one most known to deceive,” but one alto
gether indispensible to “ personnes illustres.” I draw attention
only to Rudolph II, Wallenstein, Gustavus Adolphus, Catherine
de Medici—; the 16th and 17th centuries could not exist without
the noble art, astrology, so that Father Riccioli, in his famous
work, the Almagest (I, 21) could say as late as the year 1651,
that such people would always be found, and with Tacitus call
them genus hominum “ quod semper in Urbe vetabitur et semper
retinebitur,” only, he says, it ought to read in Orbe.* The fight
against this superstition was certainly a deserving work.
Observa tones.
The predilection for astronomy in the Society of Jesus stands
out most clearly in the erection of observatories. I say, in the
Society of Jesus—and .truly as such; for this is not the affair of
one man, let alone that of individual members of an Order not
one of whom can dispose of a cent. Now the Society of Jesus has
not only itself during its comparatively short existence erected a
very considerable number of observatories, but was also in a con
dition to accept some of those that had been erected at govern
ment expense and to man them with appropriate talent.
Of course, the first observatories in which the Jesuits did work,
were, not observatories in the modern sense; this is true in general
in regard to all the observatories of that time; they were only
modest beginnings. There were proper sites, some necessary in
struments, that were probably completed in course of time, some
observers, and industry and zeal for science.
The first greater observatory which was fitted out by the
Jesuits, was a government, one,—built at the expense of the Ce
lestial Kingdom,—in Peking, where astronomy had for ages past
been held in high esteem, of course, more on the score of utility,
in order to seek advice in all possible transactions, even the most
intricate affairs of state, advice which the stars gave gratis very
willingly, through speaking tubes, however, that did not always
furnish their interpretation according to eternal laws. Nevertheess, we are indebted to the citizens of the Celestial Kingdom for
* v. Littrow says in his “ Wunder des Himmels” (1886, p. 60 4), where he
treats of these absurd things: “ Whoever takes pleasure in these fairy tales, can
find them in the works of the well-known Jesuit Riccioli (Almagestum novum ).’
Yes, certainly, but Riccioli communicates them “ exaliorum magis quam Nostra
opinione,” and concludes thus: “Jam enim me taedet, in incerte Astrologorum
pulvere lusurn prolixiorem ludere,” that is, it disgusts me to continue such low
play. M ay this serve to complete, if not to correct, v. Littrow.
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many very ancient, perhaps the oldest, observations. When the
Jesuits were directing their steps towards China, astronomical
knowledge was, of course, in a sorry plight, and it was time for
a thorough reform. The intelligent emperor Cham-Hi then trans
ferred the superintendency of the heavens to the Jesuits, their first
task being to cut off with technical exactitude the cue of the
Chinese astronomers which hung down heavily behind, and to
offer them European fashions instead. It was a piquant coinci
dence, that contemporaneouslv with the erection of the Paris Ob
servatory, Father Verbiest S. J. in Peking, in the Kingdom of the
Centre, was equipping a sister institution in up-to-date European
scientific style (1668). This observatory is the fourth of its kind
of government institutions, as only the observatories of Leyden
(1632), Copenhagen (1637) and Paris (1667) antedate the time
of its erection. Fr. Verbiest was therefore the first director of the
observatory, styled in Chinese the President of the Mathematical
Tribunal, and from that time until the death of Fr. Hallerstein in
1774 a Jesuit always filled this position.
In order then to indicate briefly the activity of the Jesuits at
this observatory, let me cite the passage from De la Lande’s Astronomia (p. X X X IX ) referring to it: “ This observatory was
not at all unprofitable; a great many good observations were
made there, of which Fr. Gouye, in 1688 and 1692, published a
part; and again Fr. Souciet a part in 1732; many of them also
are to be found in the manuscripts of Mons. de l’Job. The Fath
ers Fontaney, Ricci, Gautil, Benoit, Jacque, Kegler, and Slaviczeck and many other Jesuits have distinguished themselves there.”
And in the Memnrias de Mathematica et Physica da Academia R.
das sciencias de Lisboa, Tom. II 1799, “ Eclipses and occultations
observed in Peking from 1753 until 1795 by Andreas Rodriguez.”
In like manner Hell in Vienna published in 1768 “ Observat. astr.
ab Anno 1717 ad annum 1752 Pekini Sinarum factae etc.”
Government Obseivatories.
Among the government observatories conducted by the Jesuits
the following must also be mentioned:
Vienna. An observatory wTas erected there in 1745 as an annex
to the university, but completed only in 1756. This was the be
ginning of the present university observatory. For it was recon
structed in 1820-1826 and in 1879 transferred to the Tiirkenschanze. A small observatory had indeed already existed in the
Collegium Academicum since 1735 under the direction of Fr.
Franz, but while a public one, it did not have the title of a uni-
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versity observatory. The directors were Father Hell, 1745, and
Father Triesnecker, 1792.
Wilna. The university observatory was founded in 1753. Fr.
Poczobut restored it and completed the instrumental equipment,
was appointed its director, and remained even after the Suppres
sion in the same position and with the same staff of observers,
as the most of them were ex-Jesuits.
Schwetzingen 1764 and Maunheim 1772. Built by the Elector
Theodore of Palatine; Fathers Christian Mayer and John Metz
ger especially worked there.
Private Observatories.
Outside of these government institutions the Jesuits possessed
also many observatories erected with their own funds. I mention
only the most prominent.
Marseilles. In 1702 the Jesuit college of S. Croix erected a
small observatory, at which amongst others Fr. Lavel and later
Fr. Pezenas observed. Fr. Pezenas equipped it richly withinstruments, mostly at his own cost, and obtained a pension from the
queen in order to support tw o Jesuits as assistants. He himself
was director until the Suppression of the Society. This scientific
institution was taken in charge by the Administration of Marine
in 1749, but the Jesuits remained there.
Lisbon (1722). Founded in the college of St. Anthony, it was
taken in charge by the government in the year 1728, and trans
ferred to the royal palace. The first director was Fr. Carbone
S. J.
Prague. The modest observatory existing already was com
pleted by Fr. Jos. Stepling, and equipped by him with new instru
ments at the expense of the Bohemian Province of the Society of
Jesus; in 1761 Fr. Stepling also devoted to the observatory the
inheritance of 4,000 florins coming to him after his mother’s
death. He increased the library of the Clementinum (so the
enormous College of Prague 'was called) by about 600 of the
best mathematical works, so much so that a section was called
the “ Mathematical Library.” He directed this observatory from
1751 until his death in 1778. After the Suppression it became
and is still the government university observatory.
Vienna. At first the beginning of an observatory existed under
the title of “ Mathematical Cabinet,” in the erection of which the
greatest credit is due to Fr. Ernest Yols. He died in 1720. The
academic college possessed some instruments since 1735, which
were used by Fr. Franz. This private observatory still continued
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after the erection of the university observatory in 1745. Fathers
Liesganig, Pilgram and others were especially prominent at this
observatory.
Milan. Fr. Pascal Bovio and Fr. Dom. Guerra, professors of
philosophy in the college of Brera, erected in 1760 an achromatic
telescope of 40 feet focus, and also an armillary sphere and a pen
dulum clock, and thus founded an institution which must be con
sidered as the origin of the present observatory (Obs.di Milano).
The need offfiner measuring instruments was soon seen, and the
rector of the college, Fr. Pallavicini, a man very enthusiastic for
science and himself very learned, provided some instruments. In
1762 Fr. Lagrange, already renowned through his labors in
Marseilles, became director. Then Fr. Boscovich, called by the
senate of Milan to be professor of mathematics at the Pavia uni
versity, came to Milan, managed the erection of a more suitable
observatory, and acted for a while as director. After him came
Fr. Lagrange again. The Jesuits had spent 60,000 livres on the
observatory.
Florence. Fr. Leonhard Ximenes, who had won great renown
for himself especially in hydraulics, was commissioned by the em
peror to settle the boundary difficulties between Toscana and
Lucca. No question in hydraulics was treated in Italy without
being submitted to him. He applied the means coming to him
from his father’s fortune and his own various official positions, to
adorn Florence with a scientific institution. He founded the ob
servatory of S. Giovannino, renowned for its great mural quad
rant and the famous gnomon of Toscanelli, which Ximenes re
stored. He added an excellent library and a large number of in
struments. After a pious and laborious life he died at the age of
70 years in 1786. In his will he founded tw o professors’ chairs,
one for astronomy, and the other for hydraulics, which were to
be filled by tw o Piarist religious priests, to whom he also deeded
his library and his cabinet.
Rome. “ Observatorio di Collegio Romano,” —which however
no longer belongs to the Roman College, but along with all its
valuable instruments was acquired by the government in 1870 in
a very profitable and cheap way, that is, was declared to be gov
ernment property, an act which, of course, settled the question of
justice. The beginnings of this observatory date far back. The
buildings of the Roman College which were erected in succession
at various times, have for a long time back given shelter to astro
nomical instruments. In the old Roman College Fr. Scheiner
gathered the material for his chief work Rosa Ursina, in which he
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exhaustively treats of the science of the Sun as known in his
time, and used there the first telescope amounted equatorially.
The same building saw the labors of Fr. Clavius, who observed
with a zenith sector as early as 1572, of Fathers Grienberger,
Gottigales, Asclepi, Borgondi, Boscovich, and many others. A
more suitable place was being projected for the observatory, but
the Suppression of the Society put an end to these plans. In 1824
the observatory was again given over to the Society, and under
de Vico, Sestini and Secchi it became a modern observatory
equipped with the best instruments, at the expense partly of the
Society, and partly of the private means of Piux IX. But this
date already transcends the time limits marked out in this paper.
Parma. In 1757 Fr. Belgrade allowed one of the tw o towers
of the college in Parma to be changed into an astronomical ob
servatory.
Pout-a-Mousson was provided with a good observatorjr and
equipped with very good instruments. Here amongst others Fr.
Collas, who went to India in 1767, and Fr. Barlet, observed a
partial eclipse of the Sun, which the Paris astronomers had
neither predicted nor announced. The details of this observation
were given in all the papers of that time.
Graz. The hew building of the astronomical observatory was
begun in 1745: the college contributing 7,000 and the Provincial
of the Order 2,000 florins. The Jesuits did very much for this
observatory, as for instance, establishing a special fund for its
maintenance, which amounted already to 4,800 florins in 1773.
Here Fr. Liesganig determined the meridian of Graz, Fr. Tirnberger discovered the comet in 1769, and Frs. Bode and Biwald
worked. Things went on in this way until the Suppression of
the Society, and then?— Then it was judged proper to do away
with the chair of astronomy, to lock the observatory, to give
over the capital to the students’ fund, and at the very end in
1787 to tear down the mathematical tower—under the plea of
“ unnecessary.”
Lemberg. Von Zach, who was by no means a special friend of
the Jesuits, writes in regard to the Lemberg Observatory:* “ It
is a pity that at a time, when the science of the stars is obtaining
new protectors and warm promoters in all countries, already ex
isting institutions, which might advance this science, should go
to ruin or be neglected. While the Order of Jesuits was still in
existence, the Lemberg College had in connection an observatory
which was pretty well provided with various astronomical in*Monatl.

Korrespondenz von v. Zach, Nov. 1801, p. 547.
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struments. * * * Later oil this astronomical tower was en
tirely demolished, so that no trace of it is left any more. * * *
There was no dearth of pendulum clocks, and amongst them a
fine English one byr Graham. * * * These clocks are scattered
amongst the various professors and serve as ornaments to their
rooms.”
Tyrnan. The observatory in Tyrnan in Hungary was erected
in the years 1753-1755 in the great college there with which the
university’ (now in Budapest) was connected. The observatory
was 110 feet high, the observing tower attached to the building
18 feet high, 56 feet long on the longer side and 40 feet wide on
the shorter, and provided with an underground space 12 feet deep,
which was intended especially for the comparisons of the baro
scope and thermoscope above and below. It was built under the
direction of Fr. Francis Weiss, who was appointed the director,
his assistants being Fr. John Sajnovits and Fr. Francis Taucher.
At the time of the Suppression of the Society the observatory
had a small fund of 2,290 florins; at the Suppression things were
managed with greater forbearance than they were for instance in
Graz and Lemberg, as the government desired the observatory
to continue, and even promised to defray out of the university
treasury what was necessary over and above the 120 florins of
the interest of the above capital. Of course, the confiscated
property of the Jesuits was more than sufficient for this purpose.
Fr. Weiss remained the director and professor of astronomy at
the university, the former assistant at the observatory remained
in his position with a salary of 600 florins. Fr. Weiss’ (17171785) astronomical observations and treatises had spread his
name in astronomical circles even in foreign countries, according
to the assurances of the royal commissaries in 1774. He was
also invited by the Elector to the Mannheim Observatory, but he
declined.
This would finish the enumeration of the most prominent ob
servatories; for there were others also of lesser importance con
cerning which I could not get more particulars, as Breslau, 01miitz, Ingolstadt, Dillingen, Toulon and others.
Astronomical Inventions.
Let this suffice for the observatories. Now only a few words
about three contrivances which figure very prominently even at
present in all observatories, and which owe their existence to
three Jesuits. The first is the vernier. Probably not a single as
tronomical angle-measuring instrument, not a theodolite, not a
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universal instrument, not an equatorial, is to be found unpro
vided with verniers. It consists essentially of tw o scales, moving
upon one another, and so arranged that when one of them, for
instance, is divided into degrees, the other has 10 divisions cor
responding to 9 degrees of the firsthand in this way reads to
tenths of a degree. The inventor is Fr. Christopher Clavius.
(Famous mathematician, died 1612 in Rome).
Brensing writes as follows in his article “ Nonius or Vernier” in
the Astronomische Nachrichten:* “ Clavius has been forgotten or
neglected in an unintelligible way; I was surprised when I came
upon the following passages in his works (Christophori Clavii
Bambergensis opera, Moguntio 1611):” —he cites in full—; and
then continues: “ These passages give the clearest proof that we
are indebted to no other than Clavius for the theory of vernier
subdivision, as well for linear as for circular measurements. They
have been overlooked.” Professor Wolf of Zurich thinks that
this contrivance should be called neither Nonius, nor Vernier, (the
assigned inventors) but rather Clavius.
The second contrivance to be found in all observatories is the
equatorial mounting of the telescopes, which, when they are of a
certain size, are then simply called equatorials. The arrangement
consists in turning the telescope about an axis which is parallel
to that of the Earth, so that when the telescope is perpendicular
to this axis it moves in the plane of the equator, when it is turned
up or down, it always moves in parallel circles, thus enabling one
always to keep a star in the field of view without difficulty, when
once the tube has been set upon it. The invention of this import
ant contrivance is derived from the Tyrolese Father Christopher
Grienberger (died 1636 in Rome). Fr. Christopher Scheiner says
in his chief work, Rosa Ursina, p. 352, that Fr. Grienberger en
deavored to invent this mounting for the special purpose of mak
ing daylight observation of stars possible. The first observation
with this kind of mounting of which we can find a record, was
made on March 4, 1627, by Fr. Scheiner, who used it for his solar
observations, “ because, he says, although Fr. Grienberger has
lately constructed this machine for other purposes, it is specially
suited for my work.” He adds also that he describes the machine
“ because, as it seems, the inventor of this instrument will not do
it himself.” Thanks therefore to Fr. Scheiner that it was not for
gotten on account of the modesty of the inventor, or connected
with another name, as happened to the vernier of Fr. Clavius
Astr. Nach. Vol. 96, p. 131.
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which was brought to light and ascribed to its inventor only
after 270 years.
But Fr. Schemer also here deserves a mention. I will not speak
of his inventing the pantograph, so generally used today, and
that too in both of its styles, because it does not strictly belong
to astronomy. It has been proved that in order the better to ob
serve sun-spots he constructed the first astronomical telescope,
that is, one consisting of convex glasses exclusively in opposition
to the only one hitherto used, called the Dutch telescope, which
had both convex and concave glasses (1613), the advantages of
his being such that it later on almost entirely superceded the
Dutch telescope.
The idea of the reflecting telescope also comes from a Jesuit.
The thought of replacing the objective lens by a mirror was
announced as early as 1606 by Fr,Nicolas Zucchi (Parma 1586—
Rome 1670), and carried out at least in so far that he took the
image made by a concave mirror and examined it with a concave
lens.
Another important invention, which I would put down as the
third, and which is continually being used even at present, espe
cially in observing comets or other such objects which do not ad
mit of artificial illumination in the field of view of the micrometer
of the telescope, was the happy idea of Fr. Roger Joseph Boscovich (Ragusa 1711—Milan 1787) of using the Circular field
formed by the last diaphragm in the telescope as a micrometer—
called a ring micrometer. The ring micrometer is often ascribed
to Huygens, but, as Wolf* shows, falsely so. The field of view of
the telescope was, of course, being used for measuring the diam
eters of the planets, a method which appears already in Fr.
Scheiner; Huygens added a contrivance to thjs to facilitate this
measurement. But this was no ring micrometer in the present
sense, by means of which the difference of position of tw o stars
is computed from the times of their ingress and egress. It was
an occasion of the comet of 1739 that Boscovich showed it was
exactly in comparing such an object, which scarcely admitted of
a field illumination, with a neighboring star, that the observa
tion of the times of entering and leaving the field of view of the
telescope furnished the data for computing the difference of right
ascension and declination, and he developed the appropriate the
ory. This ring micrometer was later on fitted up by Frauenhofer
in excellent shape,so much so that now it occupies a place among
Wolf, Handbaeh, Vol. II, p. 128.
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the instruments of precision of every observatory, and in the ob
servation of comets it is used almost exclusively.
Observations.
If we ask what the Jesuits have observed, the self-evident
answer is: Very much. This is warranted by the many publi
cations in which the current observations are communicated.
Thus, for example, Fr. Maximilian Hell in Vienna edited the
ephemerides from 1757 until 1795. and Fr. Triesnecker from 1794
until 1806. These, besides the numerical which is the essential,
but at the same time the most laborious part of the ephemerides,
alway contain an appendix of the observations made in the
course of the year. Besides these Hell also issued about thirty
separate publications, Triesnecker 7.—The like is true of Fr.
Francis Weiss in Tyrnau, who published the observations from
1756 to 1770; the last years being by Fr. Francis Taucher. For
the rest a glance at Riccioli’s Almagest is sufficient to show what
a busy life the Jesuit astronomers lived. Where he speaks of
eclipses, for instance, he mentions very many Jesuits who took
part in the observations, and gives the manner of observingused
b}' each and the result. In order to give prominence to only one
eclipse: for the lunar eclipse of April 14, 1642, he mentions the
following places (I omit the names and remarks): Mantua,
Trieste, Bologna, Paris, Cologne, Paderborn, Wurzburg, Ingolstadt, Eichstadt, Prague, Glatz, Neisse, Canada.—The eclipse of
November 8, 1612, is also interesting. It was observed by
Blessed Charles Spinola at Nangasacki; Fr. Julius de Alenis at
Macao, Fr. Uremanns at the same place, Fr. Scheiner in Ingolstadt.
The transit of Venus of 1761 was observed* at Vienna by
Fathers Hell, Liesganig, Steinkellner, Mastalier and Richtenburg,
at Madrid by Fr. Rieger and others, at Florence by Fr. Ximenes,
at Ingolstadt by Fr. Kratz, at Wurzburg by Fr. Huberti and
others, at Schwetzingen by Fr. Mayr, at Dillingen by Fr. Hauser,
at Laibach by Fr. Schottl, at Tyrnau bv Fr. Weiss.
These current observations, however, are just the business of
every observatory and of every’ astronomer.—I will therefore
give prominence only to those observations which were either
very excellent or the first to be instituted in any one direction, or
otherwise very remarkable, and in their enumeration I will keep
to the customary classification of the Sun, the Moon, and the
Stars.
* De Backer.—Title “ Hell.”

[ Cfr. Astr. Papers o f Amer. Ephem. Vol. II.]
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The Sun.
To begin with the Sun, the first place not only among Jesuit
astronomers, but among all old astronomers, is due to Fr.
Christopher Scheiner. I say the first place, because he was by all
odds the first to occupy himself thoroughly for many years with
the Sun; because he was the first to arrive at results which have
value even today, and of which it is not at all certain that they
have really been improved upon.
Fr. Christopher Scheiner (born in Suabia 1573, died in Neisse
1650) had already in presence of his pupil Cysatus discovered
sun-spots in March, 1611, and from that time on had observed
them uninterruptedly, and indeed in order to make sure of the
matter, had organized a whole corps of solar observers, all
Jesuits, to observe simultaneously with himself: Fr. J. B. Cysatus
in Ingolstadt and afterwards also in other places, Fr. Chrysostom
Gall in Lisbon, Fr. George Schonberger in Freiberg, Fr. Joseph
Biancani in Parma, Fr. Caspar Ruess in the West Indies, Fr.
Charles Malapertius in Belgium, and others. In the year 1631
he published his great work under the title RosaUrsina, in which
his observations are given and illustrated with very good draw
ings. The principal result of his researches is the determination
of the elements of the Sun’s rotation, that is, the inclination of
the axis toward the ecliptic, the longitude of the ascending node
and the time of rotation, performances which are indeed duly
acknowledged in almost all astronomical text books. But the
rest of the contents of the great folio volume is less known—and
it is not less interesting. It is to be remarked that the telescope
was invented in 1608 and that the tube with which Scheiner
made his last observations, in about 1625, could not have been
an excellent instrument, as well on account of lack of achroma
tism, as certainly also on account of want of proper polish and
the smallness of the objective. At all events Scheiner is none the
worse for his instrument, speaks often of its extraordinary per
forming power—because he happened to know nothing better.
The principal reason of his seeing so much and such delicate
things, that one is forced to wronder at it, must probably have
been due to his skill, since he adopted various ways to protect
himself against delusion and to insure the true facts of his ob
servations.—Thus he was the first to apply the so-called dark
glasses that are now used generally, and the first to invent the
artifice of diaphragming the objective. In short, in the handling
of the telescope he was perfectly at home, even the distortion
caused by the objective did not escape him when he projected the
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Sun’s image upon paper, which was his usual method of observ
ing.
Now, Scheiner has established so many and such delicate facts
with this telescope, that we can boldly maintain that, except for
spectroscopy and photography, solar researches have not
yielded anything new that is not already to befoundinScheiner’s
observations, as the astronomer Winecke declares* when he
says: “ In his Rosa Ursina truths are established that have been
forgotten because the earlier observer was wantonly set aside,
and the same had to be discovered anew not long ago.” In
order then briefly to indicate the most important things, the
granulation was already known to him, no less than the veiled’
spots; although he does not use the word, which they did not yet
exist, his description o f these phenomena is so clear and unmis
takable that no doubt is possible about the matter. He has very
thoroughly examined the formation and dissolution of the spots;
and he treats in a masterly way the question which even today
is much discussed, whether the spots are depressions. He proves
himself possessed of a knowledge which was very advanced for
that time, inasmuch as he establishes the proper motion of the
spots in longitude and latitude, no less than the frequently ec
centric position of the penumbra, and the more exuberant and
solid development of the spots and faculas at the Sun’s preceding
limb. The word faculas comes from him. He had formed ideas
about the physical constitution of the Sun very like those of to
day, and he even surmised the interior of the Sun, the nucleus or
kernel, to have a rotational velocity different from that of the
outer shell.f
The Moon.
The Moon was studied in a thorough manner by Fathers J. B.
Riccioli and Fr. M. Grimaldi,—or as v. Littrow in his “ Wunder
des Himmels” expresses himself in A somewhat queer fashion,
“ the well known Jesuit Riccioli has occupied himself very much
with the Moon and with the whole of astronomy generally,
without, however, thereby advancing this science very much.”
We shall see later that this view is not shared by others. I have
shown elsewhere! that v. Littrow ’s notice, which begins with
* Vierteljaliresschrift d. Astr. Ges. 1878.
t [For further information the reader is referred t o ‘V . Christoph Scheiner,
S. J. und seine Sonnenbeobachtungen” by the same author, Natur und Offenbarung, Vol. 48.]
t Die Mondnomenklatur Riccioli’s und die Grimaldische Mondkarte, Stim
men aus Maria-Laach. Freiburg i. Br. 1898, Pamphlet 3.
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the above words, and with which he makes fun of Riccioli’s lunar
nomenclature, is false in all its details and only proves that v.
Littrow was very poorly informed in lunar affairs. Now, Riccioli
has introduced the lunar nomenclature which is in use even todaj', and in a very systematic, but hitherto entirely overlooked
manner, has very much lessened the labor of the memory in lo
cating the lunar formations. But his colaborer Grimaldi drew
up one of the first maps of the Moon worthy of the name. The
first was the map of Langren o f 1645, thm the one of John
Hevelius followed in 1647. In the year 1651 Fr. Riccioli pub
lished in his “ Almagest” the map of the Moon that Grimaldi had
designed and drawn from his own observations. Edmund Neison,
the renowned lunar topographist of the present day, makes the
following remark about this map.* “ Riccioli, although an
inferior observer to Hevelius, has had the merits of his map
much underestimated; for it appears to have been the result of
good lunar observations, and is in some particulars superior in
completeness and accuracy even to Hevelius’s, though from his
less exact estimates of distances it is less so on the whole. But
his labors have afforded results far superior to what would have
been expected from the disparaging observations of Beer and
Madler. In his remarks as to the probable nature of the surface
Riccioli is juster than most of his immediate successors.” Riccioli
and Grimaldi have in addition occupied themselves much with
observations of the libration, so that Riccioli himself says that
Grimaldi’s observations of the libration, when gathered to
gether, would make a good-sized book. Both carried on a
lively expistolary correspondence with Hevelius.
The Stars.
In the realm of the stars also the Jesuits have done some
meritorious work.—To begin with the planets, it is to be noted
that Fr. John B. Zupi was the first to discover the dark stripes
or bands that are to be found on Jupiter. In regard to Saturn
(already before Huygen’s time) a determination of Grimaldi’sf
which gave Saturn the nearly correct oblateness of 1-12 was about
the only certain result. The phases of Mercury, which Galileo sur
mised more than saw, were first seen by Fr. John B. Zupus in
Naples on May 23, 1639, and repeatedly afterwards; he also
furnished accurate drawings.
* Neison, The Moon, London, 18 76, p. 87.
t Wolf, Handbuch II, 470.
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An epoch-making discovery in the domain of the fixed stars,
which was at first misunderstood, but which continually found
more recognition, is due to Fr. Christian Mayer, astronomer at
the Mannheim observatory. Humboldt pronounces in a very
acceptable way about it*: “ Christian Mayer, the Mannheim
astronomer, has the great merit of having first (1778) made the
fixed stars a special object of research, by the sure method
of actual observations. The unfortunate choice of the term
satellites o f the fixed stars, * * * exposed him to bitter at
tacks from his contemporaries * * * That dark planetary
bodies should become visible by reflected light, at such an im
mense distance, was certainly improbable. No value was set
upon the results of his carefully conducted observations, because
his theory of the phenomena was rejected; and yet Christian
Mayer, in his rejoinder to the attack of Father Maximilian Hell,
Director of the Imperial Observatory at Vienna,expressly asserts
“ that the smaller stars, which are so near the larger, are either
illuminated, naturally dark planets, or that both of these cosmical bodies—the principal star and its companion!—are self
luminous Suns revolving round each other.” The importance of
Christian Mayer’s labors has, long after his death, been thank
fully and publicly acknowledged by Struve and Madler. In his
tw o treatises, Vertheidigung neuer Beobachtungen von Fixsterntrabanten (1778), and Dissertatio de novis in Coelo sidereo
Phaenomenis (1779), eighty double stars are described as ob
served by him, of which sixty-seven are less than 32" distant
from each other. M ost of these were first discovered by Christ
ian Mayer himself, by means of the excellent eight-foot telescope
of the Mannheim Mural Quadrant; “ many even now constitute
very difficult objects of observation.”
The duplicity of many stars was, of course, known before, but
no concern was shown as to whether they were optical or
phvsical pairs; this was first rendered possible by measurements,
of which Fr. Christian Mayer made the beginning, and which
are even now or only just now being continued with great ardor.
Amongst those who paid special attention to this duplicity, we
again find some Jesuits, and their observations relate to the
southern sky. Humboldt writes:$ “ * * * I there drew at* Humboldt, Cosmos, 0 tt6 ’s translation, London 1851, vol. 3, p. 275.
f The term companion or comes has since that time become standard.—Fr.
J.S.

t Humboldt, Cosmos, vol. 3, p. 317, note.
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tention to the fact that a of the Southern Cross, * * * is one
of those stars whose multiple nature was first recognized in 1681
and 1687 by the Jesuits Fontaney, Noel, and Richaud. * * *
This early recognition of binary systems, long before that of £
Ursae Maj.* * * * is the more remarkable, as Lacaille, seve ity
years later, did not describe a Crucis as a double star * * *
Richaud also discovered the binary character of a Centauri, al
most simultaneously with that of a Crucis, and fully nineteen
years before the voyage of Feuillee to whom Henderson er
roneously attributed the discovery.”
The Comets.
The comets also engaged the attention of the Jesuits. Fr.
John B. Cysatus is worthy of especial mention in that he was
the first to use a telescope on a comet. It was the comet of
1618. He has published a paper on it, Mathemata Astronomica
* * * Ingolstadii, 1619, which according to Wolff “ is justly
numbered among the most important papers of former times
concerning comets.” A remarkable passage that occurs in it, has
hitherto been overlooked. W olf saysf that Kepler and his con
temporary Cysatus in their writings which appeared on occasion
of the comet of 1618, already speak of a definite orbit, an al
most straight one, of the comet, whilst until then comets were
allowed to roam about in a lawless manner. However, Cysatus
did not unconditionally trust the straightness of the path. He
says that the path from the beginning of December until nearly
the 7th of January corresponded to a straight line, but after that
less so. “ This curvature (of the orbit) would be a phenomenon
of great importance, if it could be confirmed by more observa
tions. For I will not come to a decision from the case of this
one comet. For it is possible that on account of inadvertance
the stars are not accurately plotted on the globe or that the
observation of the comet’s position in the line of the tw o fixed
starsH (although accurately made) is really not so infallible. I
therefore leave the case undecided.” -—The orbit was really not
straight but elliptical, and it redounds to the honor of Cysatus
that this small deviation from a straight line did not escape him
in his observations.
* Probably not correct. For Riccioli noticed it already in 1650; perhaps it
was noticed before, but I have no evidence.
f Wolf, Gesch. d. Astr. p. 409.
t W o lf ibidem, p. 410.
H He observed the comet’s position by alignment.
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Moreover Fr. Cysatus was the first thoroughly to study the
structure of the comet, inasmuch as he was the first to apply the
telescope to this purpose. He distinguished the nucleus and the
coma in the head of the comet. Both terms remained in scientific
usage. He says he had employed much diligence and much time
in the work, and had made use of tw o tubes, one six, and the
other nearly ten feet long.
He furnishes a very presentable description, one, in short, like
those to be read today in text books of astronomy. Thus, for
example, he says expressly that 1. the nucleus was visible, 2.
there was a nebulous envelope about the nucleus, and 3. that
outside of this envelope there was yet a luminous appearance,
but considerably fainter, that therefore there were tw o brighter
rings about the kernel. This may be the first observation refer
ring to it, as it is perceptible only with a telescope, and no one
had used the telescope upon comets before him.
The extraordinary violent movements of the tail, and its retro
grade lengthening and shortening (recounted by Littrow*), are
also described in the observation of the 4th o f December.
He always measured the diameter of the nucleus as well as of
the coma. Once he saw in the coma a small star which he
thought belonged to the nucleus; but in an hour and a half it. de
veloped into a fixed star by coming out of the coma.
Nebulae.
The same paper also contains the first account of the nebula of
Orion, which he brings in as an explanation of the structure of
the comet’s head. “ For the rest Bessel already spoke for the
priority of Cysatus, and as his reclamation was little heeded I
renewed the same,” says Wolfit—I add also that Cysatus was
the first to mention not only the nebula of Orion, but even the
so-called trapezium, that is, those stars that are compressed into
a very narrow space in the nebula. This is a considerably more
delicate discovery than that of the Orion nebula as a whole, and
indeed only possible with the aid of a telescope, as Cysatus him
self says: “ for with the tube one sees, etc.” This fact has
hitherto remained entirely unknown. He says: “ For the rest
this appearance is like that of a crowding of stars near the last
star in the sword of Orion; for with the tube one sees how
in like manner some stars are compressed into a very nar* Wunder des Himmels, p. 565.
t Handbucli de** Astr. I, 591.
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row space, and how round about and between the stars a
white light like that of a white cloud is poured out. This crowd
ing of stars, I say, is very much like the head of the comet, only
that it has somewhat more the form of a rectangle (“ aliquanto
oblongior” ). ” It suffices to read this description, to contemplate
the drawings of the head of the comet given in Cysatus’s work,
and to have seen the trapezium, in order to award the discovery
of the trapezium at once to Fr. Cysatus.—The discovery o f the
trapezium is generally ascribed to Huygens, in as much as he de
clares it to consist of three close stars, to which he added a
fourth in 1684; this may be corret, but that Cysatus has never
theless seen the trapezium without determining the number of
the stars, is beyond all doubt. He uses the expression “ a few
stars” instead of three or four; and as he declares this group of
stars to be oblongior, he must have seen at least four stars; and
this was as early as the year 1618.
Furthermore, another fact has been overlooked (probably not
been read, because it was in Latin; all this being contained in the
thirteen lines* in which he refers to the Orion nebula),—that
Cysatus mentions also another nebula, which is without doubt
the one of which Littrow says: “ (AR = 277° 35', = D — 24° O', in
Sagittarius), a very fine spherical group, gradually brighter
towards the centre, but without a true nucleus. The stars of
the 11th to the 15th magnitude appear to be equally distributed
throughout, and the boundary of the whole indistinct. Dis
covered 1655 by Abraham lie,” Cysatus says: “ Finally, another
nebulous ball, set throughout with small stars, and a little above
the arrow of Sagittarius, is also like the head of our comet.” As
he writes this in 1619, the priority must without doubt be
ascribed to him.
The “ Nebulosa” appear in general not to have been strangers
to Cysatus, as he repeatedly speaks of the stelke nebulosa*,
without adding anything that might show them to be new.
In speaking of comets we must also add the name of Fr.
Nicolas Sarrabat, who was the first to discover the comet of
1729, which is marked as a telescopic one. Consequently he was
the first to discover a comet with the telescope.
The observation of the zodiacal light, this celestial interroga
tion point so very mysterious even today, frequently engaged the
labors of Fr. Francis Noel (1729, missionary in China) and Fr.
Esprit Pezenas, professor of hydrography in Marseilles, later
* M athem ata Astronomica, p. 75.
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director of the observatory in Avignon, who, according to Wolf,*
in 1730 discovered the so-called counterglow (Gegenschein) of the
zodiacal light.
Maps o f Countries.
It yet remains for me to speak of geodesy and geography, in as
far as they pre-suppose astronomical observations. The per
formances of the old Jesuits in this respect, we may say it boldly,
are of extraordinary value. Let us first cast a glance at China,
that immeasurably great empire. “ In ten years work, says Dr.
Wegener,f the Jesuits had to sift the rich, extant, and partially
newly-made material, and to set it right and complete it by
means of a large number of astronomical re-determinations,
which they executed in extended journeys throughout the whole
empire. The map, thus finished in the year 1718 and copies of it
multiplied by means of a copper plate engraving, may uncondi
tionally be put down as one of the greatest performances in the
entire history of cartography. One must realize that an enorm-.
ous area of eastern Asia was mapped upon it in more accurate
detail than any one province of the small “ Great Powers” of
Europe at that time. The accuracy of the positions given upon
the Jesuit map, at least in China proper, is so great, that modern
deviations must always at first sight be considered with dis
trust. Thus, for example, the astronomical observations of the
Szechenyi expedition in the province Kansu proved the Jesuit
positions to have been almost throughout more accurate than
the deviations of Prshewalki.”
Very much had already been done even before the definitive
production of the map in 1718. “ A decisive progress in the
knowledge of China is connected with the appearance of the
Jesuit Matteo Ricci, who obtained permission from the emperor
in 1600 to make his permanent abode in Peking. Whatever
views one may have concerning the political aims of that relig
ious order, the history of the sciences can speak of the Fathers of
Jesus only with wonder. Thus we are indebted amongst others
to the Jesuit Martini, who returned from Asia to Europe in 1651,
for the first atlas of Chinaf, with which the newer knowledge of
that empire begins. The Jesuits Grueber and Dorville reached
f Handbuch der Astr. II., 504.

t Dr. Wegener in the Zeitschrift der Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde in Berlin.
X X V I I I . 202.
* Novgs Atlas Sinensis a Martino Martini S. J. appeared as the eleventh part
o f the Novus Atlas absolutissimus of Jansenius, 1 6 55 .— Martini was born in
Trent.
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Lhasa from Peking after a dangerous journey of six months, and
from there descended to Agra over the Himalayas in 1661.” *
How many astronomical observations are contained in these
few words and under what difficult circumstances!
To give only one example, Fr. Souciet, at the end of the first
volume and as an appendix in the second volume, gives 218
positions, mostly from India, China, Thibet, amongst which are
111 from Fr. Gaubil, 89 from Fr. Noel. These are by no means
all; but the enormous distances of the individual places suffici
ently indicate what a value these determinations represent, as
such long journeys through partially inhospitable regions and an
unreliable population, journeys with the most primitive methods
of conveyance, are by no means to be reckoned among pleasure
trips. To these must be added many determinations of position
in America, which probably brought many more difficulties along
with them and were ascertained mostly only with the gnomon,
as it was impossible to drag more instruments along. In this
connection a remark inserted by its writer in the article, “ Fr.
Marquette,! Discoverer of the Mississippi River,” is interesting.
“ For some reason that I am not able to explain, the Jesuit mis
sionaries generally made a mistake of about a degree in their
latitude determinations. Every point upon their maps, which
are otherwise executed with wonderful accuracy for their circum
stances, lies so much more to the south than upon the present
maps.” There is question of North America in the cited essay.
Perhaps this circumstance that the latitudes are all too small by
“ about a degree,” and that this error is constant although the
observers are different, may be explained in this way, that many
missionaries, who were by no means provided with refined
measuring instruments, determined their latitudes by means of
the gnomon arid took meridian altitudes. They overlooked the
fact that the umbral shadow of the gnomon indicates only the
altitude of the Sun’s upper limb, so that the angle of elevation
becomes too great, and the latitude therefore as much too small.—
As in China and America, so also in other countries the mission
aries did their best to make themselves useful to science. Thus
Stocklein$ says of Fr. Neret: “ He measured the latitude of every
place he visited with the quadrant that he carried with him, and
* Peschel-Ruge, Geschichte der Erdkunde, Munich 1877.
f “ Alte und neue W elt,” 1876, p. 646. Note 2.
t Allerhand So Lehr—als Geistreiche Brief, Schriften u. Reis—Beschreibungen,
welche von denen Missionariis der Gesellschaft Jesu * * * in Europa angelangt sind. Augspurg und Gratz, 1728.
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laid off the meridian with his magnetic needle.” He occupied
himself principally with Syria. And the same author says about
Fr. Sicard that the measurements from Pelusium to Suez,
Memphis, Cairo, Ramasse * * * and Tur to Sinai, he ob
tained from Fr. Claudius Sicard, “ who not only visited all these
places, but also very accurately measured them with the compass
and quadrant, and moreover, in regard to measuring the length
of terrestial arcs, drew the first meridian arc * * * through
the city of Paris.”
We might yet mention the maps of the various countries which
the Jesuits penetrated as missionaries. Thus the Benedictine
Knogler* writes to v. Zach: “ I have * * * all respect * * *
for the Macartney map; but in regard to the Chinese Wall I can
not consider it correct. This I have much more accurately and
in greater detail on a map of Tartary (more correctly Mongolia)
executed by the Jesuits, which however is not engraved. On this
the Wall looks very different. I can also send you a map of Cali
fornia drawn by the Jesuits.” And v. Zach remarks hereupon:
“ Although the coasts of California have become more accurately
known * * * since the observations of the latest circumnavi
gators, these older maps of the Jesuits may yet furnish a knowl
edge of the interior of the country which we do not up to the
present possess, and therefore give a valuable contribution to the
knowledge of countries.” And Humboldt writes:! “ Fr. Fritz
had come to Quito with another German Jesuit, Fr: Richter; he
drew up a map of the Amazon river in the year 1690, the best
that could be had before La Condamine’s journey.” La Condamine himself, who travelled the same way, declares the map of
the missionary Fritz to be “ a valuable and unique piece, and one
proving the ingenuity of its author.” He there points out the
enormous difficulties of the journey and the lack of instruments.
Equally remarkable and sensational was the map made by Fr.
Francis Kino, born in Trent, apostle of Sonora in California, on
which he drew the land route he had discovered to California in
1701, and thereby proved beyond doubt that California was a
peninsula.
Fr. Adam Gilp (from Bohemia) designed a map of the province
of Serres in the country of Sonora.
Fr. Liesganig superintended the construction of a large map of
* Monatl. Korrespondenz, 18 00, March, p. 247.
t Humboldt’s Travels to the Equinoctial Regions of America.
man Translation, vol. 5, p. 255. Stuttgart 1862.

Hauff’s Ger
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Galicia, consisting of 94 sheets, of which v. Zach says:* “ The
survey of Galicia was made under the direction of Liesganig (not
without opposition on the part ot some noble ignoramuses and
surveyors) according to the well known and only true astronomi
cal-trigonometrical method.” At his side were the tw o Jesuits,
George, baron of Mezburg and Francis Guessman. Mezburg later
on conducted the survey of the west of Poland, that had been
newly acquired, and began the map that Triesnecker completed.
He also issued a postal map of the Austrian hereditary posses
sions. Fr. Christian Mayer did similar work. He published a
“ Charta geographica pertractum Rhenanum Moguntia Basileam
usque.”
The map of Carinthia by Fr. Charles Andrian, S. J., is also
mentioned as a “ beautiful and correct” one.f
Fr. Claudius Dechalles is also worthy of remark. As professor
of hydrography in Marseilles “ he there drew up a large map of
the Mediterranean Sea resting upon astronomical observations,
which was never indeed engraved but far surpassed the contem
porary very erroneous maps.”
In cartography mention must also be made of Fr. Nicasius
Grammatici (1684-1736), of whom v. Zach reports:^ “ Nic.
Grammatici of the Society o f Jesus is known to all astronomers
by his writings. * * * He deserves to be placed among the
number of those astronomers whom we * * * have specially
cited as being the first in the construction of geographical maps
to have rega.id to the oblateness of the Earth and to recommend
it to others.”
While he may not independently have designed maps of coun
tries, Fr. Ignatius Weinhqrt, professor of mathematics in Inns
bruck, yet has rendered great service in this direction, as the
famous “ Bauernkarte” [Peasants’ map] is, so to speak, due al
most entirely to hitn.H For he had taught the Peasant Peter
Anich surveying and the manufacture of suitable instruments, as
well as making the necessary astronomical observations. Eater
on, after Anich had developed into a thorough geometer, Fr.
Weinhart was authorized by the government to superintend
Anich’s survey of the Tyrol. In 1766 came the order “ to take
the Original-Mappam, as it had been designed by the late Peter
* Monatl. Korresp. 1801 p. 551.
f Mitteil. desk. k. militargeogr. Instituts. V. 1885 p. 152.
t Monatliche Korrespondenz, Vol. I, p. 241. Note.
fl Mitteilungen des k. k. militargeographisehen Institutes.
seq.

V. 1885, p. 106
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Anich * * * and to copy it most accurately under the super
vision of Professor Fr. Weinhart.” For superintending and
supervising the whole enterprise, Fr. Weinhart repeatedly re
ceived the highest acknowledgments and a medal of honor bear
ing the effigies of the empress and her consort.
Measurements o f Terrestrial Arcs.
It yet remains to say a word about the measurements of ter
restrial arcs. While the efforts of learned men at the end of the
17th century were being directed towards determining the size,
and later on also the shape, of the Barth, the Jesuits also from
that time on took a modest part in this by no means easy affair.
Fr. Riccioli and Fr. Grimaldi in 1645 were the first to attempt
the measurement of a degree of the meridian by means of mutual
terrestrial zenith distances. It probably came out too large.
For “ this measurement of terrestrial zenith distances would be
the simplest and best means of measuring the Earth if refraction
did not exist or at least if it were more amenable to computa
tion than has hitherto been the case.” *
Upon this followed in the year 1702 the measurement of the
arc which Fr. Anthony Thoma undertook in China and near
Peking.f For it was in December 1702 that the emperor KangHi ordered Fr. Thoma to measure a degree upon a large plain
near Peking in company and with the co-operation of his thirdborn Prince, and in the presence of many mandarins of the Math
ematical Tribunal. The presence of the imperial prince, who was
himself a lover and connaisseur of mathematics, in which the
Jesuits had educated him, and of the mandarins who were so
very inimical to the European mathematicians, admits of our
conjecturing with good reason that Fr. Thoma would not be
wanting in diligence and in the exactitude of his measurements.
The result is given in Chinese and also in old-Roman scale.
It is only the difficulty of reducing the unknown Chinese foot,
and in like manner the old Roman foot, to the French scale that
is in the way of our arriving at an exact knowledge of the result.
Knogler,$ who occupied himself with the case, took the mean of
the lengths of the old Roman foot given by various writers in
comparison with the French, and thus obtained a result that was
only nearly 24 toises in excess of the one computed (in 1800)
* Handbuch der Vermessungskunde of Dr. W . Jordan.
Vol. 2, p. 4.
f Monatl. Korrespondenz of v. Zach. 18 00.

t Monatl. Korresp.

Ibidem.

Stuttgart 1878.
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with the latest value of the ellipticity. However this is always
very uncertain. There is a remarkable passage in Baron Richt
hofen in regard to this. He says that the Jesuits in China always
endeavored to introduce a scale of measurement that was definite
and easily comparable to the French, and that for the reason of
being able to make their measurements more accurate, they con
cluded to put 200 Li equal to an equatorial degree. Kang-Hi es
tablished this as the official standard, and even at present it
serves as the norm most frequently used for computation. The
length of such a Li is 556.5 metres. Now 200 such Li are equal
to 111,300m. But according to Jordan an equatorial degree is
equal to 111,306.6m. No second arc measurement was under
taken in China, and as the establishment of this standard comes
from the emperor Kang-Hi, there can be no doubt that the 200
Li — 111,300m. mentioned by Richthofen are deduced from this
base measurement and seem to come very near to the truth.
For only tw o assumptions are possible: either at the computa
tion of this equatorial degree the view of the French Academy at
that time, which considered the Earth as a perfect sphere, was
adopted, and then the value of the degree is about 140 toises too
great, or Newton’s oblateness (1/229) was used, and the truth
was approached more closely. That the second assumption is
the more probable appears from the expression “ equatorial de
gree,” which has no real meaning in the first assumption.
Upon this followed in 1775 the arc measurement of Fr. Boscovich and Fr. Maire and yielded a result which, according to
Wolf,* “ does all honor to the tw o geodetes, if we consider the
instrumental means at their disposal.” The occasionf of this
measurement was “ the want of agreement of the arc measure
ments of Peru, France and Lapland, which had led Boscovich
to the idea that the Earth was perhaps not an ellipsoid of revo
lution * * * and that in order to answer this question it
would be useful to measure another degree in the same latitude
with the French one but in a different longitude. With the means
then at hand, however, the measurements thereupon undertaken
by him could impossibly lead to a decisive result * * *; on the
other hand the train of thought of Boscovich, and especially the
method, according to which he somewhat later on deduced the
most probable value of the ellipticity (1/273) from the results of
all the measurements accessible to him, represented for geodesy
the dawn of a new day.”
* Wolf, Handbuch d. Astr. II, p. 193.
f Ibidem.
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In regard to this arc measurement W olf says:* “ The sole im
portant advance at that time was that at his arc measurement
in the States of the Church Boscovich departed from the custom
ary application of contact measurements * * * he then did
not in practice bring the rods to a complete contact, but deter
mined by means of a dividers and plotting scale the distance of
the contiguous points.”
It appears from the publications of the royal imperial military
geographical institutef that Fr. Liesganig began the astronomi
cal geodetic survey in Austria-Hungary in 1762. He undertook
the measurement of a meridian arc at the command of the em
press Maria Theresa. The apparatus constructed by Liesganig
for the measurement of the base of the newer part of Vienna
served £for such measurements until 1810. Guntherf remarks
upon this: “ Liesganig’s work does not enjoy a particularly good
reputation on account of its result, but it is not to be denied that
its plan completely corresponds with the scientifico-technical
norms that were considered the standards at that time; especially
the considerations concerning the differences in the length ot a
Steyermarkian and of a Croatian degree, which are said to be
conditioned by the attraction o f the mountains, give no unfavor
able testimony to the criticism of the learned Jesuit. His compu
tations therefore must have been injuriously influenced by some
constant errors of a particular kind.”
Finally Fr. Christian Mayer measured a degree in the Palati
nate, as he says in a certain publication.||
Published Works.
In conclusion yet a word about the literary activity of the
Jesuits. Amongst the many works I call attention only to those
that were considered important at their time and enjoyed praise
or acknowledgment among the learned. I omit the various
publications of the observations.
Amongst the astronomical writers the oldest of them must be
named first. This is Clavius. Christopher Clavius, called the
Euclid of his century, was born in Bamberg in 1538. At the age
of 17 he entered the Society of Jesus, in which he distinguished
* Handbuch d. Astr. II. p. 15.
f 1 8 84 p. 176 seq.
t Gunther, Lehrbuch der Geophysik u. phys. Astronomie. Stuttgart 18 84,
Vol. 1, p. 144. Note.
11 Basis Palatina * * * exeunte aune 1762 ad normam Academiae regiae
Parisinae scientiarum exactam bis dimensa * * * a Chr. Mayer, S. J.
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himself in mathematics. Pope Gregory X III made use of his
knowledge for the reform of the calendar, which he had repeatedly
to defend against many attacks. He died in Rome in 1612.
Amongst his 26 works, of partly mathematical, partly astro
nomical contents, many of which passed through various edi
tions and that in folio. I call attention to the following and add
the judgment o f Houzeau:*
Gommentarius in sphaeram Joannis a S. Bosco.—“ This treatise
is the best commentary ever written on the astronomy of Sacrobosco.”
Gnomonica libri 8 * * * 1581.—“ This is the greatest work
on gnomonics that exists, a work that may be considered an en
cyclopedia of skiatherics.”
Rom. Calendarii a Gregorio XIII. restituti explicatio 1603.
“ Gives the completest idea of the elements of the Gregorian re
form.”
Next there are some noteworthy works on Chinese astronomy.
To these belong Fr. Gaubil’s Traite de l’Astronomie chinoise, “ an
important work.” f Then Liber organicus by Fr. Verbiest, but
especially his “ Astronomia europea sub imperatore * * .* Cam
Hi * * * in lucem revocata * * * Dilingae 1687.” “ This
book is necessary for those who wish to learn the astronomy of
the Chinese.” t These are the most important among the many
works on astronomy in China. We might also mention the vari
ous star tables, edited with Chinese text by the Jesuits, especially
the planispheres, which were published after a work of Fr. Pardies and contain star positions projected upon the faces of a cube
circumscribing a sphere. Fr. Pardies had invented this method
of projection.
J. B. Riccioli (Ferrara 1598, Bologna 1671) published various
works on astronomy, but the most important is his Almagestum
novum * * * Bononiae 1653. Fol. and Astronomia reformata * * * Bononiae 1655. Let us first listen to the weighty
judgment of v. Littrow on Riccioli: “ The well known Jesuit Ric
cioli has occupied himself very much with the Moon and with the
whole of astronomy generally, without however thereby advanc
ing this science very much.’T Very flattering! J. C. Houzeau in
his Vademecum de 1’ Astronomie (p. 116) entertains a somewhat
different view when he writes: “ Riccioli Almagestum novum.
* Houzeau Vademecum de 1’ Astronomie, p. 110.
f Houzeau, p. 44.
t Houzeau p. 44.
Die Wunder des Himtnels, 7th edition, p. 40 1.
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This immense work, a treasure of astronomical learning, forms a
veritable encyclopedia of the science of the stars.” And “ Astron
om ic reformate tomi 2. The collection of observations, which
forms the tenth and last book, is a valuable source.” An old sa
vant had called the Almagestum novum the pandects of astro
nomical knowledge.* It seems therefore that v. Littrow has ac
cidentally overlooked these two works or not known of their
existence.! The object of this colossal work is given by Riccioli
himself in the preface with sufficient explanation. He intends to
offer “ an astronomical work, which may be a kind of library for
the men of our Society and for others who cannot have access to
the great number of such books or the leisure to read them, a
work, in which I have collected with the greatest clearness the
whole of the old and the new astronomy, together with the con
troversies that occur therein.” The work becomes yet more val
uable on account of a personal index, used perhaps for the first
time, in which nearly all the persons mentioned in the book are
recounted and accompanied by the data of their lives. The work
also contains a number of accurately stated observations made
by himself as well as by others.
Maximilian Hell, a Hungarian, born 1720, died 1792. When
Maria Theresa in the year 1756 erected the observatory at the
Vienna university, Hell was called to be its director on account of
his attainments, and remained in this position during 35 years
until the end of his life. A call to England with a considerable
salary, which he received at the time of the Suppression of the
Society, he declined. Amongst the many works that he published,
the ephemerides deserve particular mention. This was the first
undertaking of its kind after the Connaissance des temps, the
first therefore in German countries.
The ephemerides appeared each year and always contained ap
pendices, that is, treatises on various astronomical subjects.
The first were published from 1757 until 1792; from that time on
Fr. Francis Triesnecker undertook their continuance until the
year 1806. Triesnecker himself wrote astronomical works and
* Morhof Polvhistor, t. II, vol. II, p. 347.
f [Compare Newcomb’s vindication of Hell against the misrepresentations of
Littrow in the Astronomical Papers of the American Ephemeris, vol. II, pp. 301,
302: , “ The conclusion was reached that L ittrow ’s inferences were entirely at
fault * * * Littrow ’s mistakes were due to the fact that he was color-blind to
red, in consequence of which he wholly misjudged the case on first examining the
manuscript, and afterward saw everything from the point of view of a prosecut
ing attorney.” — Transl.]
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treatises; but perhaps it redounds more to his praise that he
“ was an unselfish astronomical computer,” * who at once used
the many observations of occultations reported to him for the de
termination of positions (in longitude).'
Roger Boscovich (Ragusa 1711, Milan 1787) might also be
mentioned. Amongst the nearly 70 publications of this genial
man, of partly mathematical, partly astronomical contents, there
are many very excellent ones, as for example, the one on gravita
tion; again, about comets “ de orbitis cometarum determinandis
1774;” and “ De annuis fixarum aberrationibus,” in which he
gives formulae for the change of position caused by parallax and
refraction. All these works Houzeau mentions in an especial
manner.
May these lew works among the many suffice to show that the
old Jesuits have produced something worthy of mention in as
tronomical literature.
With this I deem my task accomplished, in that I have briefly
shown the intimate relationship of the old Jesuits to astronomy,
principally»by recounting their observatories, by giving their per
formances in respect to astronomical instruments, their more re
markable observations, some priorities especially, their applica
tion of astronomy to cartography and arc measurements, and
finally by mentioning some of their numerous astronomical writ
ings. I believe the activity of the Society of Jesus in this field
will not be undervalued, but it will be acknowledged that she has
done much for her circumstances. To present this truth in its
proper light, was also the purpose of these lines.
* Wolf, Handbuch d Astr. II, p. 311.
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1814-1904.

The Society of Jesus, suppressed in 1773, was restored in 1814.
The conditions confronting it had changed considerably during
its extinction, and its progress in all directions was beset with
new and greater difficulties. Not to mention the necessity of be
ginning life over again, and passing through the stages of infancy
and adolescence unto maturity, the sciences were being modern
ized and specialized, and books and instruments and courses of
study were increasing in number and in technical character.
Competition was becoming keen, and means were proportionately
smaller. The restored Society was obliged to build its colleges
generally at its own expense, as the race of founders and bene
factors was practically extinct, so much so, in fact, that whereas
tuition had formerly been free in its colleges, special papal dispen
sation was now necessary to allow fees to be received in them lor
their support.* Persecutions and confiscations were as frequent
as ever, and even today the Society of Jesus is either outlawed or
barely tolerated in most of its former most flourishing European
provinces. Its scientific, and notably its astronomical activity
was therefore, and is j'et, very much embarrassed by the lack of
means and of sufficient leisure, no less than harassed by positive
opposition and persecution. However, the old spirit of the Order
is fully alive, and in the short space of practically three quarters
of a century the new Society has nobly emulated the deeds of the
old.
In presenting to the reader the astronomy of the new Society
of Jesus from the time of its restoration in 1814 until the present
year 1904,1 shall follow the same general plan as in the preceding
sketch of the astronomy of the old Society, 1540-1773. The
short duration of the restored Society will be sufficient reason,
should my list of facts appear meagre. My reason for presenting
them is the opportuneness of annexing this second part to the
translation of the first, and the natural and very reasonable de
sire of the reader to know whether the Jesuits of today have
* Of the 27 Jesuit colleges in the United States, the one at Omaha is the only
one which is endowed. The endowment of this is due to the munificence of the
Creighton family.
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kept up their standard of excellence and are as fully abreast of
the age as their brethren of yore.
Let me then begin with the
Observa tones.
The number of observatories in the new Society of Jesus al
ready rivals that of the old. While some of these are observa
tories in the technical sense, in which the directors, with one or
more assistants, are able to devote much or all of their time to
special research, others on the other hand are only college or stu
dents’ observatories, the directors of which may or may not
have the leisure or the inclination to undertake continuous or
even occasional work. The equipment of the observatories of
the first class I shall describe somewhat fully, but pass rapidly
over those of the second.
Rome, Italy.—“ The Roman College has always been the home
of science. Here Father Scheiner gathered the material for his
famous work, Rosa Ursina. Here also at the western end of the
present church of St. Ignatius Fr. Gottignes (Brussels 1630-Rome
1689) discovered markings on Jupiter and observed comets.
Here Fr. Asclepi (Macerata 1706-Rome 1776) wrote on stellar
aberration and the orbits of comets. Here, in what is now
called the Kircher museum, Fr. Borgondius (Brixen 1679-Rome
1745) was wont to observe the stars, and the sun dial erected by
Fathers Maire and Boscovich is still to be seen.
But this place was entirely unsuited to the work done and pro
jected. Benedict X IV intended to build and equip a better obser
vatory, but the storm then gathering about the Society of Jesus
put an end to these plans.
After the Suppression Joseph Calandrelli, a secular priest and
an excellent mathematician, succeeded in carrying out the greater
part of all that had been planned, and he may therefore be rightly
called the founder of the Roman College Observatory, for in
1787 he erected the observing tower which is at the east end of
the college. But as his means were very limited he was unable to
equip it except with the small instruments he had used in the
private observatory of his patron Cardinal Zelada. Later on
the large zenith sector of Fr. Boscovich came into his hands, and
he was the first to observe and establish the latitude of the place
with it.
The large partial eclipse of the Sun of February 11, 1804, was
a fortunate occurrence for Fr. Calandrelli, because it brought
Pius VII into his observatory. The Pope was so much interested
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in what lie saw that he promised personally to defray the ex
penses of a better equipment.
When Leo X II in 1824 gave back this observatory- to the So
ciety of Jesus, Fr. Calandrelli departed with his assistants Conti
and Ricchebach, and took the greater part of the instruments
along with him to the college of St. Apollinaris, to the disap
pointment of the Pontiff who had expected that Calandrelli at
least would remain. The Pope would perhaps have erected an
other telescope in the vacated place, but he died three years
later.” *
The Jesuits appointed Fr. Dumouchel as director, supplied him
with some instruments and gave him Fr. De Vico as an assistant.
The management of the observatory devolved more and more
upon Fr. De Vico until he became the official director at Fr. Du
mouchel’s death in 1840. By means of a Gambey theodolite Fr.
De Vico determined the position of the observatory more accur
ately than had been done before. He was an active observer of
the planets, Venus and Saturn especially, and of comets. He
also began a Durchmusterung of the stars dowm to the eleventh
magnitude. He added an Ertel meridian circle to the 6 -inch Cauchoix equatorial, and introduced the custom, which was widely
imitated, of firing a cannon to indicate the moment of noon.
In 1848 the revolution drove the Jesuits from Rome. Fr. De
Vico fled to France where he was enthusiastically received by
Arago. In England he was offered the directorship of the obser
vatory at Madras, but he preferred to go to Georgetown College,
Washington, D. C. Being called on business to London, he died
there November 15, 1848, at the early age of 43.
Fr. Secchi, who also had found refuge in Georgetown, was re
called in 1849 to take charge of the Roman Observatory. With
the means liberally supplied by Pius IX and the Society, he trans
ferred the observatory in 1853 to the place his predecessors had
selected, that is, he built it upon the east and south walls of the
college and upon the principal pilasters of the church of St. Igna
tius. In 1856 he published his first observations upon double
stars, and continued to observe them until 1875. In 1860 he be
gan his spectroscopic work. He observed the total eclipse of the
Sun of July 18, 1860, in Spain, and along with Mr. De la Rue,
who was stationed about 250 miles away, was the first to apply
the photographic camera to this purpose. The result proved the
prominences to be solar appendages.! Fr. Secchi’s other labors
* Vox Urbis, 1 March 1903, a bimonthly Roman newspaper written in Latin.
t Clerke’s History of Astronomy during the Nineteenth Century, second edi
tion, page 211.
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will be found elsewhere in this article.
In 1870 the Italian government seized upon Rome, and as
usual the property of the Jesuits was confiscated. The govern
ment however was forced to reinstate Fr. Secchi in his observa
tory, owing to the energetic protests of the scientific world.
After the Roman college and its observatory were taken away
from them, the Jesuits gradually established themselves at the
Gregorian University, where Fr. Adolph Muller now possesses a
10-inch and a 4-inch Merz telescope. The position of this private
observatorjq Borgd S. Spirito, 12, is very unfavorable. With no
assistants, with meager means of subsistence and daily lectures
at the university, Fr. Muller has little time for special work. He
has however published quite a number of papers in various jour
nals. He is now busily engaged in preparing for the press the
second volume (about 600 pages octavo) of his “ Elements of As
tronomy.”
Kalocsa, Hungary.—The Haynald Observatory owes its exist
ence to the munificence of Cardinal Haynald, Archbishop of Ka
locsa. The possession of a 4-inch telescope with which His Emi
nence delighted to look at the heavens, gradually led up to the
idea of founding and equipping the present fine observatory.
The building was begun in 1878 and the instruments ordered
under the direction of Dr. Nik. v. Konkoly, of O’Gyalla. In Sep
tember of that year Father Carl Braun arrived and became the
permanent director.
The observatory proper occupies the second floor of the Gym
nasium. The 4-inch Merz equatorial is mounted in a 3 meter
(10 foot) C3dindrieal dome, and a 7-inch Merz equatorial similarly
in a 4 meter (13 foot) dome. A meridian room contains a small
transit, and a prime vertical room a universal instrument read
ing to 2 seconds. The latter may also be mounted upon a pier
outside which commands an extensive view of the neighborhood.
The observatory is well equipped for solar work, which has
been continuously and systematically pursued since 1884. There
are several spectroscopes, a small Vogel with tw o prisms, a
Browning direct-vision with tw o quintuple Amici prisms, and a
large one with ten prisms. In the latter instrument any even
number of prisms may be used with automatic adjustments.
There are also a position and a double-image micrometers, a
Zollner astrophotometer, a Gian and Vogel spectrophometer, a
reflecting circle, chronograph, and several clocks. Fr. Braun’s
resourcefulness has made all these instruments very convenient to
use.
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In 18S5 Fr. Fenyi, the present director, took charge of the ob
servatory, and made the solar prominences the object of his spe
cial research. Besides three folio volumes of almost daily meas
urements ol the prominences, and two volumes of meteorological
observations, he has written more than a hundred technical arti
cles in various scientific journals, especially in the Memoria della
Societa dei Spettroscopisti italiani * His most important paper
is probably the one which appeared in the Astronomische Nachrictiten No. 3355, and in the Astrophysical Journal, Yol. IV., pp.
18-37, under the title “ A new point of view for regarding solar
phenomena and a new explanation of the appearance on the sur
face of the Sun.” —Father Fenyi has also added an excellent me
teorological department to his observatory. He is a member of
the Astronomische Gesellschaft, the Hungarian Literary Society,
the Academia Pontificia dei Nuovi Lyncei, the Montevideo Insti
tute solare, etc.
Fr. Schreiber became assistant at the Haynald Observatory in
1891. Notwithstanding his failing health he engaged in much
literary and scientific research. Besides the first part of this
present paper on Jesuit astronomy, he wrote on the, solar work
of Fr. Scheiner, and the lunar map of Frs. Riccioli and Grimaldi,
and invented the ceraunograph for detecting and registering
flashes of lightning at a great distance.! His principal astro
nomical occupation was the observation of sun-spots and the de
termination of time with the transit. He died March 10, 1903.
Fathers Esch and O’Connor have lately become assistants to Fr.
Fenyi.
Whalley, England.—The observatory of Stonvhurst college
dates back to the year 1838-39, when a building consisting of an
octagonal centerpiece with four abutting porches or transepts,
was erected in the middle of the garden. But it was not until
1845 that a 4-inch Jones equatorial was mounted in the dome.
Meteorological observations were begun as early as 1844, and
magnetic in 1856 .by Fr. Weld. In 1867 the astronomical de
partment was removed to a corner of the garden, and an 8 -inch
equatorial set up. The work under Fr. Perry’s management was
chiefly directed to the daily study of the solar spots, faculas and
chromosphere. At his death in 1890 Fr. Sidgreaves became di
rector and began work on stellar spectroscopy. Fr. Cortie has
also distingtished himself at the observatory. Fathers Sid* 24 have appeared in this journal, 11 were read before the French Academy,
etc.
f Report of the Director o f the Philippine Weather Bureau, 1902, Part II.
p. 29.
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greaves and Cortie are, as Ft . Perry was, prominent members of
the R 0 3 M Astronomical Society and are frequently chosen to fill
official positions. Their writings, technical as well as popular,
have given quite a name to the observatory.
At present the equipment consists of a 15-inch equatorial re
fractor with “ Father Perry Memorial” glass, a Jones 4-inch and
a Clark 5-inch equatorial refractors, a Cassegrain 9Jfj-inch alt
azimuth reflector, a 7-inch Newtonian reflector, tw o transits,
two sidereal clocks, a chronometer, a heliostat, tw o direct-vision
spectroscopes, one by Browning and the other by Hilger, a large
‘ Troughton and Simms spectroscope with four compound prisms
by Hofmann, an automatic Browning spectroscope with six
prisms and a Christie-Hilger half-prism, a photographic grating
spectroscope by Hilger, and a 4-inch disk prism mounted on the
4-inch finder of the equatorial.
Washington, District o f Columbia, United States o f America.—
The observatory of Georgetown College is one of the oldest in
the United States. Founded in 1842-43 it was almost co-eval
with the Naval Observatory at Washington, while the very old
est observatory, that of Williams College, precedes it by only
seven years.
The main building is of brick, and consists of a central portion
which is surmounted by a dome covering a 12-inch Fauth equa
torial, and tw o wings, the western for a 4.5 inch Ertel transit in
strument, and the eastern for a 9-inch Saegmiiller photographic
transit. The 4-inch Troughton and Simms meridian circle, which
had been in the eastern wing for many years, is now dismounted.
A frame annex on the east contains a 6 -inch photographic zenith
telescope, and a small dome houses the old 5-inch equatorial
which was originally set up in the central portion of the main
building. There are many smaller instruments and attachments,
a Fauth chronograph, a Riefler clock in a partial vacuum, and a
number of other clocks. The astronomical library on the second
floor of the central portion is very complete and up-to-date. The observatory was built by Fr. Curley, the first director,
whose determination of the longitude in conjunction with Sir G.
B. Airy, the Astronomer Royal of Greenwich, England, was made
by observing a series of transits of the Moon, and was later on
shown by the electric telegraph to have been correct within
three-tenths of a second.
The revolution of 1848 sent some assistants to Fr. Curley, the
ablest being Fr. De Vico, who however remained but a few
months, Fr. Sestini and Fr. Secchi. The last taught physics for
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a year mid made original researches in electricity. His treatise
oil “ Researches in Electrical Rheometry,, was published in 1852
in the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, and was the
first work from his able and untiring pen.
Fr. Sestini began observations on the colors of the stars, a
memoir on which he had published while under De Vico at Rome.
In 1850 he observed the spots on the Sun for more than a month
and sketched the changes in the Sun’s surface. These drawings
were lithographed and published by the Naval Observatory,
Father Sestini’s literary activity was chiefly employed in mathe
matics, in which he wrote a series of eight text books, and in the
translation and editing of works of piety.
In 1852 Fr. Curley published a volume of 215 pages in quarto
entitled “ Annals of the Observatory of Georgetown College.’ ’
With this book, investigation and original work ceased at the
observatory for a while, the civil war and the construction of the
new college preventing the faculty from paying due attention to
the observatory and its instruments.
The year before the centennial celebration of the college in
1889, the observatory entered upon a new and brighter phase of
existence. From having been for so long a time a students’ ob
servatory, it was henceforth devoted to special research. Fr.
Hagen was appointed the director and made stellar photometry
his chief work. His numerous articles upon that subject and his
Atlas Stellarum Variabilium testify sufficiently to his diligence
and to his ability. In 1890 Fr. Fargis became his assistant and
perfected the photochronograph, with which extended work was
carried on in the transit and the zenith telescope. In 1891 Fr.
Hedrick was added to the staff.
Valkenherg, Holland.—At the northeast corner of St. Ignatius
College, upon walls built especially strong for the purpose, a
9-inch equatorial was erected in 1896 under a revolving dome.
This instrument possesses several interesting features. The cen
ter-piece of the tube, the cell and the eye end are of aluminum.
The driving clock and the pier are of the Lick type. The lens is
by Clacey and the mounting by Saegmuller of Washington, D.
C. This equatorial was on exhibition at the World’s Fair in Chi
cago. Its lightness and convenience contrast very favorably
with older instruments of equal or even smaller aperture, and it
was probably the first American telescope imported into Europe.
Its short focal length ( 91/2 feet) renders it especially fit for the ob
servation of variable stars, on which subject Fr. Hisgen, the first
director, 1897-1902, and Fr. Esch, 1898-1902, have written
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many articles for the Astronnmische Nachrichten. The present
director is Fr. Baur.
Besides the 9-inch equatorial there are a 5-inch telescope with
an altazimuth mounting, a Breithaupt theodolite for time obser
vations, a sidereal clock, a chronometer, a chronograph, etc.
Fr. Kugler, the professor of mathematics, has written several
most valuable papers on ancient Assyrian astronomy, the criti
cisms of which have been very commendatory.
The following observatories have been completed but a short
time ago, and one is even now in process of erection.
Manila, Philippine Islands.—The Manila Observatory may be
said to have formally begun its meteorological service in 1865,
although observations had been made many years previously.
In 1881 it was officially approved by the government of Spain,
and in 1901 by that of the United States. The meteorological
importance and efficiency of the Manila Observatory far over
shadows its astronomical. This is due to many causes, promi
nent among which are the exceptionally favorable situation of
Manila in the Eastern typhoon path, and the governmental ap
probation and support of the meteorological department. On
the other hand astronomy has by no means been neglected.
As early as August 18, 1868, three Jesuits from Manila, Fath
ers Faura, Nouell and Ricart, observed a total solar eclipse in
Mantawaloc-Kekee and secured some excellent photographs and
details of the prominences.*
From 1880 up to the present time tw o very valuable services
have been rendered to the public. First, the official time has been
given to the city of Manila. After the American occupation this
service was extended to all the telegraph stations throughout
the islands. Second, about a hundred ship chronometers are an
nually compared and rated at the observatory free of charge.
In 1894 Fr. Algue began to complete the astronomical equip
ment, which then consisted of several sextants, portable visual
and photographic telescopes, theodolites and a meridian circle
reading to seconds. A new and special building was erected at
an expense of nearly 40,000 dollars. It consists of three por
tions devoted respectively to the transit, the equatorial and the
chronometers. The equatorial is of 19 inches aperture, the ob
jective being by Merz and the mounting by Saegmuller. The at
tachments to this instrument are a Toepfer spectrograph con
structed in Berlin and like the one at Potsdam, and another by
* Spectrum Analysis by Dr. H. Schellen, New York, 1872, p. 225, et seq.
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Hilger in London, with a grating 3 inches long. The large dome
was made in Barcelona, and erected in Manila in 1898. Three
other domes are also to be built for other instruments.
The reflecting zenith telescope invented by Fr. Algue in George
town, was used by him in Manila for investigating the variation
of latitude for fully tw o years. At the death in 1897 of Fr.
Faura, who had been director for a long time, Fr. Algue was
taken away from his astronomical labors and made director of
the entire observatory. He is rendering indispensable service to
the shipping interests of the Far East by his weather predictions.
His barocyclonometer is carried on every ship. In 1900 he came
to Washington along with Fr. Clos at the invitation of the gov
ernment in order to supervise the printing of the large work “ El
Archipielago Filipino,” and now he is at St. Louis preparing a
Philippine exhibit for the World’s Fair.
Fathers Brown and Zwack have lately been made assistants
at the Manila Observatory.
Granada, Spain.—A very fine observatory was erected two
years ago in the outskirts of Granada, among the mountains and
under the pure sky of Andalusia, at an altitude of about 800
meters (2600 feet) above the Mediterranean. It is built of brick
trimmed handsomely with stone in the Doric style of architecture.
It consists of a central portion surmounted by a dome 8 meters
(26 feet) in diameter, built by Mailhat, and four wings. The
northern wing is the entrance or vestibule, the eastern contains
the transit and photographic rooms and spiral staircase, the
western the meteorological instruments, and the southern two
private rooms for the observers, while the central space below
the dome is devoted to the seismical apparatus. The equatorial
has an aperture of 32 centimeters (12M? inches) and a focal length
of 5.35 meters (17Ms feet). Outside of the objective is a “ cat’s
eye” diaphragm which may reduce the aperture to 2 centimeters
(% inch), and is operated from the eyepiece with an indicator
dial. In order not to disturb the position of the micrometer, a
mirror may be inserted into the tube near the eye end and the
rays from the objective deflected into a side tube which carries a
spectroscope of 12 prisms. One of the finders, which has an ap
erture of 10.9 centimeters ( 44/2 inches), may be fitted with a pho
tographic camera. There are also a meridian circle reading to
seconds, a chronograph, a 16 and a 1 0 centimeter portable tele
scope, a good theodolite, an altazimuth by Salmoiraghi of
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Milan, a Silbermann heliostat, a Thollon prism combined with
an Amici polyprism, a clock and a Roskell chronometer. The di
rector is Fr. Juan Granero, assisted by Fr. Ramon Martinez.
Tortosa, Spain.—A large observatory is at present being built
near Tortosa, on the eastern border of Spain and near the mouth
of the river Ebro. Its main object will be the study of terrestrial
magnetism, not only in itself, but also in its relation to other sci
ences. There are to be five principal and separate buildings de
voted to the several departments. Tw o of these will be reserved
for magnetism, the third for electrical and meteorological, and
the fourth for seismic apparatus of the latest patterns. A fifth
building, which is in the form of a cross, is for the study of the
Sun’s activity. The central part will contain a small equatorial
for the observation of sun-spots and, also by means of an at
tached spectroscope, of the prominences. One of the arms of the
cross will contain an Evershed spectroheliograph with tw o slits
for obtaining photographs of the whole chromosphere. The sec
ond will have a photographic spectrogoniometer with a Row 
land grating for measuring the velocity of the solar eruptions.
The third arm of the building will house a transit and sidereal
and solar clocks. The latter will synchronize all the registering
apparatus in the entire observatory. The fourth will be private
apartments for the observer. There will be in addition a polar
siderostat, which may serve also as a coelostat.
The observatory is about tw o kilometers distant from a steam
railway. The absence of all electric railways and magnetic dis
turbances, and the purity of the sky augur well for the success of
the work. A large house of higher studies near by will enable
many Jesuit students to become acquainted with observatory
work. The director is Fr. R. Cirera, who was one year in Stonyhurst and for six years was superintendent o f the magnetic de
partment of the Manila Observatory, where he issued a large
quarto volume on “ El Magnetismo Terrestre en Filipinas.” He
expects to have all the departments of his large observatory in
running order by the end of 1904. He looks forward with high
hopes to the total solar eclipse of August 30, 1905, for which the
very favorable position of his observatory near the central line
of totality will give him most exceptional opportunities.
Zi-ka-wei, China.—The Z'o se Observatory, near Zi-ka-wei,
about six kilometers southwest of Chang-hai, China, like the
Manila Observatory, owes its reputation mainly to its meteoro
logical department. Fr. Dechevren, who was the director for
many-years, has won for himself a well-deserved name not only
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among the public in those parts, but also among technical scien
tific men throughout the world. He is now retired on account of
age on the Island of Jersey in the English Channel, where he is
continuing his investigations in meteorology. His successor at
Zo-se, Fr. Chevalier, has distinguished himself in his astronomi
cal, no less than in his meteorological work, for in 19.01 by
unanimous vote of the commission of the French Academy, he
received a prize of 3,000 francs for his publications in both ot
these branches.
The Zo-se Observatory is 25 meters in length. The lower floor
contains Father Secchi’s great meteorograph. To the left is the
library of 20,000 volumes with its numerous and valuable Chin
ese manuscripts, and to the right there are tw o laboratories,
while the upper story of the central part of the building is de
voted to astronomy. Besides a small meridian circle there is a
fine twin equatorial built by Gautier on the model of the inter
national photographic telescopes used in constructing the star
charts. Each objective is of 40 centimeters (15.7 inches) aper
ture. The focal length of the photographic one is 6.87 meters
(22.54 feet), making one minute of arc equal to tw o millimeters
of length on the plate, but the focal length of the visual obiective
is somewhat greater. Quite a number of photographs have been
taken last year for the purpose of determining stellar parallaxes.
A measuring engine has lately been acquired and begun work
upon the plates. Father Chevalier is at present (January 7) alone,
but is daily awaiting the arrival of an assistant.
Tananarive), Madagascar.—The observatory of Ambohidempona near Tananarivo (or Antananarivo) is the highest astro
nomical observatory in the world, being 1400 meters (4600 feet)
above the level of the sea, whilst the next highest, the Lick Ob
servatory in California, is 1300 meters high. It was founded in
1889. The observatory has the form of the letter E, and con
sists of four circular pavilions surmounted by domes. The three
principal pavilions which form the main front, lie in the meridian,
the central one having a diameter of 26 feet. It is equipped with
a Rigaud meridian circle and an equatorial. There are also wellequipped magnetic and meteorological departments.
Fr. Colin is the director and had begun work on a star map
when the war between France and Madagascar drove the Jesuits
from the island. The observatory was plundered and demolished
by the natives who imagined that on account of its high and
commanding position it would be made a fortress by the enemy,
and its instruments converted into engines of war. The friends
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of the institution succeeded in saving a few of the principal in
struments. The French had scarcely become masters again,
when the stolen instruments were in part at least returned. Later
on the restoration of the observatory at government expense
was decreed. The French Academy has named Father Colin an
Officier d’ Academie and de l’lnstruction publique and a corre
sponding member of the Academy. He has rebuilt the observa
tory, and at the invitation of General Gallieni, is now engaged in
determining the geographical position of the principal roadsteads
or anchoring places on the southwest coast of the island.
Quito, Ecuador. South America.—From 1870 to 1875 the
Jesuits had charge of the government observatory. While they
were equipping it with suitable instruments, the political disturb
ances which culminated in the assassination of President Garcia
Moreno in 1875, drove them from the country.
The following observatories I class as student observatories,
their primary purpose being educational.
Calcutta, India.—The meteorological astronomical observatory
of St. Francis Xavier college was founded by Fr. Lafont who re
ceived some subsidy from the government. At the request of
Marquis Dufferin, formerly viceroy of India and later British en
voy at Paris, he was raised to the rank of Officier d’Academie by
the French government. He was also a Fellow of the University
of Calcutta, and in 1880 received the medal of the Indian Star.
The present director is Fr. Francotte. He was one of a com
pany of nine Jesuits and ten assistants who, under the leadership
of Fr. C. De Clippeleir, observed the total eclipse of the Sun of
January 22, 1898, at Dumraon, Behar, India. Their instru
mental outfit consisted of three photographic cameras of various
focal lengths, a prismatic and a grating camera, and 3 and 4
inch telescopes, a chronograph, etc. Their results were published
in a book of 104 pages and 14 plates.
Bulawayo, Rhndesia, South Africa.—A transit instrument lent
by the Royal Astronomical Society of England, a clock, a set of
chronometers and a chronograph form the nucleus of an observa
tory, at which Father Goetz intends to make observations of
variable stars and extend Fr. Hagen’s Atlas to the south pole,
as soon as he can secure the necessary telescope. The meteoro
logical and magnetic departments of his observatory are well
equipped. The government has granted the site and given some
financial aid.
At Oha, Spain, the college of St. Francis Xavier has an 8 -inch
telescope furnished with 11 eyepieces, a 414-inch transit, several
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clocks, a marine chronometer, a sextant, etc.
At Feldkirch, Voralberg, Austria, a 6 -inch equatorial, well pro
vided with eyepieces and a spectrometer, will be mounted in the
course of the year.
At Louvain, Belgium, there are an equatorial of 6 and a transit
of SV2 inches aperture, a theodolite, a clock, spectroscopes, etc.
Oudenbosch, Holland, possesses a 4-inch equatorial. Fr. Stein
has published the results of his series of observations for the
variation of latitude made at Leiden from June 1899 to July
1900.
Puebla, Mexico.—The college of the Sacred Heart has a small
transit and a 6 ^ inch equatorial.
Habana, Cuba.—The Colegio de Belen possesses a 6 -inch Cooke
equatorial, a projection apparatus for observing sun spots, a Me
Lean stellar spectroscope, a Troughton theodolite, a sextant,
and minor instruments. The best scientific attention of the col
lege, however, is centered in its excellent meteorological observa
tory, which is abundantly equipped with all modern instruments
and has already won great distinction, especially under Father
Vinez.
At Woodstock, Maryland, there are a 3-inch equatorial, a 3inch portable transit, a chronograph, clock, chronometer, sex
tant, etc.
At Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, from 1884 to 1888 Fr. Hagen
used a 3-inch equatorial under a 1 2 -foot dome for observing vari
able stars. The results were published in 1901.
St. Louis, Missouri.—The St. Louis University has no observa
tory at present, but at its former location from which it was
driven by the encroachments of business in 1888, there were two
domes* devoted to a small transit and a 6 -inch telescope. There
are in addition a 3-inch equatorial, a grating spectroscope, a po
sition micrometer, a reflecting circle, several quadrants, a clock,
etc.
Omaha, Nebraska.—Creighton University possesses a 5-inch
equatorial, a 3-inch meridian circle reading to tenths of a second,
a chronograph, a chronometer, an altazimuth, clocks, etc.
St. Mary's, Kansas.—St. Mary’s College has a 3%-inch equa
torial.
At Santa Clara, California, an 8 -inch equatorial is permanently
set up in a garden under a house which can be rolled away on
wheels. There are also a position micrometer and an unmounted
* Built in 1855.

The University was founded in 1829.
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4-inch equatorial. A meteorological department has more than
run apace with the astronomical, and is well equipped.
Montreal, Canada.—There is at present no observatory in Can
ada, but the interest taken in astronomy is evinced by the fact
that Pr. Garaix, assisted by other young Jesuits, personally
ground, polished, silvered and mounted in a 1 2 -foot paper tube a
2 0 -inch mirror, the third in size in America.*
Instrumental Inventions.
■#

In instrumental inventions the Jesuits have not been idle. I
will call attention only to the most important ones.
It is well known that experienced observers may differ as much
as half a second or more in noting the exact moment at which a
star crosses a thread in the telescope, and that even the estimate
of the same observer is subject to considerable variations. Hence
“ one of the most important problems of practical astronomy
now awaiting solution is the contrivance of some practical
method of time observation free from this annoying human ele
ment, the personal equation, which is always more or less uncer
tain and variable.” ! Tw o Jesuits have attempted solutions of
the problem.
The first was proposed by Fr. Braun of the Haynald Observa
tory, Kalocsa, Hungary.$ The method consisted in moving a
thread by clockwork with the same speed as that of the star to
be observed, thus practically changing a moving object into a
stationary one. When the thread had been accurately set upon
the star by the micrometer and then the chronograph circuit
closed by the observing key, the readings of the micrometer and
of the chronograph determined the moment of the star’s transit
across the thread and the distance of the latter from the instru
mental meridian. As Fr. Braun could not find a mechanic in
Kalocsa to execute this design, and as circumstances did not al
low him to do it himself, this transit micrometer was never tested
in actual practice.
Repsold took up the same idea, but omitted the clockwork
movement of the thread as too complicated, and substituted a
* The Scientific American, Jan. 2 4 ,1 9 0 3 , gives the details o f the process along
with several illustrations.
f Young’s General Astronomy, first edition, 1888, page 77
t Berichte von den Erzbischoflich— Haynaldschen Observatorium zu Kalocsa
in Ungarn. Munster i. W. 1886, page 163.
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movement by both hands. This proved to be unsatisfactory.
Struve in Konigsberg, probablj' not knowing of Fr. Braun’s idea
and seeing only the Repsold form of the instrument, then rein
vented the clockwork attachment as an improvement, and tested
its performance in an extended series of trials. Without wishing
in the least to detract from the credit due to other inventors and
experimenters, it is only proper for me to refer to Fr. Braun’s pri
ority in the matter.
The second method of eliminating the personal equation in
transit observations was devised by Fr. Fargis, of Georgetown
College Observatory, in 1891 as an improvement upon the one
with which Professors Pickering and Bigelow had been experi
menting. This method makes use of photography, and consists
in pressing a photographic plate against the reticule, or rather
against a plate of glass on which only one thread or line, the in
strumental meridian, is drawn, and that too only at its ends.
The rays going to form the image of the star on the plate are in
tercepted by a light and narrow metal tongue attached to the
armature of an electro magnet. As the clock breaks (or makes)
the circuit, say for one-tenth of a second at every second, this
tongue is raised for that interval, the star’s light falls on the
plate and there makes an impression. The plate therefore will
contain a series of dots one second apart, one or more, of course,
being omitted each minute for the sake of identification. When
the transit is over, a flash-light outside of the objective impresses
the instrumental meridian line on the plate, which then contains
a self-recorded transit in its entirety. The microscope next meas
ures the position of as many star images as are desirable rela
tively to the fixed line, and furnishes in this way even the value
of one revolution of its own screw. The performance of the pho
tochronograph in actual practice has verified all that was ex
pected of it, as may be seen in Fr. Hedrick’s discussion of the
transits of 161 stars observed on 15 nights.* A unique 9-inch
photographic transit, with photographic collimators, has been
mounted for some time at the observatory. Circumstances have
hitherto prevented its systematic use.
The photochronograph has also been seriously tested in the
zenith telescope. Three forms of this instrument have been used
at Georgetown. In the first, set up in 1893, the telescope was
floated on a basin of mercury. In the second, invented and used
Photographic Transits of 161 Stars, Washington, 1896.
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in 1894 by Fr. Algue, now director of the Philippine Weather
Bureau, tw o telescopes were mounted in the same tube with their
objectives at the opposite ends and their foci coinciding. The
light from one star of a latitude pair came directly through one
of the objectives to the photographic plate, while that of the
other was first reflected from a basin of mercury before passing
through the other objective to the opposite side of the same pho
tographic film. In this form, called the reflecting zenith telescope,
a double rotating sector replaced the tw o separating occulting
bars generally used, and even the instrumental meridian line was
not drawn, as the known seconds of The transits are sufficient for
this purpose.
The third form of zenith telescope was the usual visual one, ex
cept that the photographic plate replaced the micrometer and
four zenith levels were used. This instrument made the first com
plete series of photographic observations of the variation of lat
itude. The work was begun by Fr. Rigge in 1895 and continued
and finished by Fr. Hedrick. Unfortunately, it has been impos
sible to complete the reductions.
Fr. Braun was one of the first to conceive the idea of the spectroheliograph for photographing the whole Sun with its spots
and prominences. He gave expression to his views in the Astronomische Nachrichten* as early as 1872, and in his Berichte of
the Havnald Observatory, published in 1886, he added several
improvements to his original plan. The principle of the method
consisted in focussing the image of the Sun upon the slit of a
spectroscope, rejecting the whole resulting spectrum except one of
its most actinic lines, and allowing this line to fall through a sec
ond slit upon a photographic plate. As the first slit moved
across the Sun, the second moved across the photographic plate
and there built up the solar image by a succession of the same
lines or chords which the first slit measured upon the Sun, these
lines being interrupted at the corresponding places by spots and
extended by prominences. Father Braun’s spectroheliograph
was never constructed. Professor Hale, then at the Kenwood
Observatory, was the first to actually construct a satisfactory
instrument in 1891, which while differing in details, made use of
the same principle. Professor Hale gives due credit to Fr. Braun
for his idea in the Sidereal Messenger No. 96, June 1891.
* No. 1899, and in Pogg. Ann.

Vol. 148, p. 475.
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Observations.
The observations made by Jesuits during the 19th century are
practically all the product of their four greater observatories of
Rome, Stonyhurst, Kalocsa and Georgetown, in which alone
some extended technical work has been possible, since all the rest
either are of too recent a date or were built only for purposes of
education. Even at these four observatories the work has been
intermittent, principally on account of the pressure of other
duties and the want of means, since they all are (or were) private
observatories entirely dependent upon the charity of individual
benefactors.
The Sun.
It is well within the bounds of moderation to assert that no
work of any merit has been written on the Sun during the last
thirty years without bringing in the name of Father Secchi.
Born June 29, 1818, Fr. Angelo Secchi entered the Society of
Jesus November 3, 1833. In 1849 he took charge of the Roman
College Observatorv, and rapidly became one of the foremost as
tronomers of his time. His work on the Sun is well summed up
in his book Le Soleil, which will ever remain a classic in astro
nomical literature. He was one of the first to use the spectro
scope upon the heavenly bodies, and he was by its means able to
formulate a theory concerning the nature of sun-spots, promi
nences, faculae, the corona and the whole Sun which has received
the highest commendation and is quoted extensively in the writ
ings of the best authors. To recount in detail Fr. Secchi’s work
on the Sun would be practically to give the whole theory as pre
sented in our astronomical text books, a proceeding which would
be as lengthy as it is unnecessary.
Fr. Perry, of Stonyhurst College, England, was another great
student of the Sun. Born August 26, 1833 in London, he be
came a Jesuit November 14, 1853. He had charge of the obser
vatory from 1860 to 1862 and again from 1868 until his death
in 1889. Besides the eminent work he did in meteorology and
magnetism, such as the magnetic surveys of France in 1868 and
1869 and of Belgium in 1871, the routine work he inaugurated
in Stonyhurst included the daily drawing of the Sun when pos
sible, the measurement of the depth of the chromosphere, the ob
servation of the heights, positions and directions of the promi
nences, and the recording of the spectra of sun-spots,—a long
program that he most faithfully and consistently adhered to
during the last ten years of his life. “ With regard to faculae, Fr.
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Perry established the fact that they do not precede the birth of a
spot, but are most numerous and wide-spread when it disappears.
Again, he has stated with regard to the distribution of faculae,
that it is much more general than that of the spots, many being
visible even near the Sun’s poles. Nor would it appear that the
view that faculae lag behind a sun-spot receives any confirmation
from the Stony hurst drawings.” * The “ veiled spots,” independ
ently discovered at Stonyhurst, have been watched with persist
ent patience for several years. The mean depth of the chromo
sphere was found to be about 4000 miles.
But Fr. Perry probably came most prominently before the no
tice of the scientific world on account of his many important as
tronomical expeditions, “ in fact, it has been stated by those who
ought to know best, that he was a member of more scientific ex
peditions than any living astronomer.! On December 22, 1870,
he observed a total eclipse of the Sun at Cadiz in Spain. Filmy
clouds prevented the complete success of his work. In 1874 he
was appointed by the astronomer royal to command the expedi
tion to Kerguelen or Desolation Island in the South Indian Ocean
in order to observe the transit of Venus on December 8 of that
year. As the longitude of the place was to be determined with
the utmost care, the program included 100 double observa
tions of lunar altitudes or azimuths and 30 transits over the
meridian, and it took a weary exile of five months to execute it.
In 1882 Fr. Perry was again selected to lead another expedition
to observe the second transit of Venus of the century, that of
December 6, at Nos Vey, Madagascar. August 29, 1886, he ob
served a total solar eclipse at Carriacou in the West Indies. For
the eclipse of August 19, 1887, he went to Russia, but the expe
dition was a complete failure on account of the clouds. On De
cember ^2, 1889, he observed a total eclipse at Salut, near Cay
enne, in the West Indies, where he died of a pestilential fever five
days later. Fr. Perry’s photographs of the solar corona and
spectroscopic work during the eclipses did much to advance the
cause of science.
Fr. Fenyi of the Haynald Observatory, Kalocsa, Hungary, has
very faithfully carried on the program of solar work he proposed
to himself in 1885, and the numerous and periodical publications
of his observatory testify to his ability and his perseverance. He
* The Scientific Work of Father Perry, by Fr. A. Cortie, in The Month, for
April 1890.
f Ibidem.
»
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has observed the solar prominences with special care, and has
systematically mapped them upon the Sun’s limb. The more re
markable protuberances he has observed in detail, and as far as
possible, noted the changes they undergo. Some of the results of
his long series of observations have a bearing on the recent in
vestigations of the interrelations of magnetic disturbances on
the Earth and solar phenomena. He states* that he finds that
the eruptions of the greatest prominences, except when they are
metallic ones near large spots, never coincide with magnetic dis
turbances. Faculae and spots have not the close relation to pro
tuberances that is generally taken for granted. And those faculae
which appear outside of the active spot zone, are only sometimes
and quite accidentally accompanied by prominences. The struc
ture of the prominences, before they are torn to shreds, is almost
always one consisting of stripes, bands or threads.
In a short summaryf of his solar work he says that the great
est heights attained by the protuberances during the different
years coincide remarkably with the period of sun-spot activity,
the maximum of only 165" in January 1887 falling very close to
the minimum, and the enormous maximum of 690" in Septem
ber 1893 close to the maximum of the spot period. The helio
graphic latitude of these maximum prominences seems to follow
no law, except that it never exceeds 41°.
The Planets.
In regard to the planets we again find everywhere the name of
Fr. Secchi. Thus he was one of the first to see the so-called ca
nals on Mars,? to observe Jupiter’s third satellite as spotted,If
etc. I also pass over Fr. Perry’s observations of occultations
and of Jupiter’s sateilites.|| The most prominent work on the
planets was probably Fr. De Vico’s determination of the rota
tion period of Venus and the inclination of its axis, which was
considered so exhaustive that it was not questioned for half a
century; and even today the controversy between De Vico’s 2-4
hour and Schiaparelli’s 225-day periods cannot be said to be
closed.§ Fr. De Vico also measured the eccentric position of Sat-*§
* Publications of the Haynald Observatory, No. 8. 1902.
t V. J. S. 33, pp. 315-318.
t Clerke’s Hist, of Astron. p. 327.
H Idem, p. 339.
|| Monthly Notices R. A. S. vols. 33, 34, 38-49.
§ P opular A stronomy , N o. 75, p. 290, and No. 109, p 518.
Nachrichten Nos. 3641, 3891, 3892 .
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urn in his rings and observed the motions of Mimas and Enceladus, the tw o inner moons, which had not been seen except by
Herschel. Arago* praises him for the invention of an instru
mental device that enabled these satellites to be seen in telescopes
much smaller than the one used by Herschel.
The Stars.
In regard to work on the stars, we may again point to the in
defatigable Father Secchi. Clerke sa3's:f “ The effective founders
of stellar spectroscopy * * * were Father Secchi, the eminent
Jesuit astronomer of the Collegio Romano, where he died, February 26, 1878, and Dr. Huggins, with whom the late Professor
W. A. Miller was associated. The work of each was happily
directed so as to supplement that of the other. With less perfect
appliances, the Roman astronomer sought to render his extensive
rather than precise; at Upper Tulse Hill, searching accuracy over
a narrower range was aimed at and attained. To Father Secchi
is due the merit of having executed the first spectroscopic survey
of the heavens. Above 4000 stars were in all passed in review
by him, and classified according to the varying qualities of their
light. His provisional establishment (1863-67) of four types of
stellar spectra has proved a genuine aid to knowledge through
the facilities afforded by it for the arrangement and comparison
of rapidly accumulating facts. Moreover, it is scarcely doubtful
that these spectral distinctions correspond to differences in plrysical condition of a marked kind.”
Fr. Secchi also made innumerable observations of double stars,
as works upon that subject will show.
Father Hagen, of the Georgetown College Observatory, though
not a founder of a branch of astronomy as was Fr. Secchi, has
rendered such great service to the branch of variable star obser
vation as to put it on a new footing. His Atlas Stellarum Variabilium has filled a long-felt w int and has supplied observers
with essential and reliable data with which to carry on their ob
servations. The Atlas, which began to appear in 1899, consists
of about 250 charts divided into 5 series. There is one chart for
each variable star, except when tw o or more are very close. This
star occupies the center of the chart, and an enclosing square of
half a degree gives all the stars down to the 13th magnitude,
* Bibliotheque de la Comp, de Jesus, vol. 8, p. 645, which refers to Comptes
Rendues of Oct. 10, 1842, pp. 747, 750, 751.
f History of Astronomy during the Nineteenth Century, second edition, New
York, 1897.
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which may be used for identification and comparison. The mag
nitudes and positions of these comparison stars are plotted on
the chart and are also catalogued with great care and exactitude.
The rest of another circumscribing square of one whole degree
contains stars copied from the Bonn Durchmusterung.—Fr.
Hagen’s prompt construction of a chart for Nova Persei in
March 1900, helped very materially towards obtaining and dis
cussing valuable observations of this wonderful star.
Fr. Sidgreaves, Director of the Stonyhurst College Observatory
from 1862 to 1868, and again from 1890 until the present, and
companion to Fr. Perry in his transit of Venus expeditions and
magnetic surveys, is continuing Fr. Perry’s meteorological, mag
netic and astronomical work and devoting himself in addition to
stellar spectroscopy. “ His most important investigation is fully
described in his well-known Memoir (published by the Royal As
tronomical Society) on the spectrum of Nova Aurigae. * * *
The novelty of the arrangement is in the absence of a slit, the
star being made to drift slowly in a direction parallel to the re
fracting edges of the prisms. The resulting spectra are surpris
ingly sharp, and the exposure is much less than that required
with a slit spectroscope of the same dispersion.” * Fr. Sidgreaves’s photographs of the spectrum of Nova Persei, 1901,
a id of the changing spectrum of /3 Lyras, of Mira Ceti, and many
other stars, have been exhibited at the Royal Society, Royal Pho
tographic Society and the Paris Exhibition, and elicited universal
praise.
In regard to comets, Father De Vico discovered eight, one of
them being the well known periodic one (5% years) which bears
his name.
Maps o f Countries.
While endeaving to christianize the heathen in foreign coun
tries, the Jesuits of today are treading in the footsteps of their
predecessors and making themselves useful to science. Thus, the
Jesuits at Zi-ka-wei “ have issued numerous excellent maps either
separately or as appendices to other works. The first of these
classes is represented by a “ Map of China at the Time of
Tsch’oen = ts’ieou” (Chronicle of Confucius 722-481 B. C.)
drawn by Fathers J. Lorando and J. B. P’e, the old names being
in red and the modern ones in black. Then there is the “ General
Map of China,” 1894, (100 x 73 centimeters) of Fr. S. Cheva* Professor G. E. Hale, in Astronomy and Astrophysics, No. 121, page 58.
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lier, which gives all the prefectures and sub-prefectures. Concern
ing the maps accompanying Fr. Havret’s “ The Island of Tsongming” in the first number of the periodical called Varietes sinologiques published at Zi ka-wei, ex-consul H. E. Parker (an
English Protestant) says: “ There are tw o very excellent maps;
one gives a picture of the whole province and is of altogether in
estimable value to travelers; the other is a complete map of those
parts of the Yang-tse-Kiang which flow through Ngan-Hoei.” ” *
“ The Logerot Gold Medal of the Paris Geographical Society
has been conferred upon Father Chevalier, of the Kiang-nan mis
sion. The President of the Society in bestowing it said: “ Father
Stanislaus Chevalier arrived in China in 1883, and since then has
devoted his learning and energy to the development of the Zi-kawei Observatory, near Shanghai. His remarkable studies on the
typhoons of the China Seas long ago attracted the attention of
the scientific world, and now the publication of his Atlas of the
Upper Yang-tse appears to this Society an excellent opportunity
of rewarding this modest scholar who, to the honor of France,
is accomplishing this immense work in the province of Kiang-nan.
The result of his long and fruitful journey through Sze-chuen al
lowed Father Chevalier to accomplish, between November, 1897,
and March, 1898, the surveys necessary for his Atlas of the Upper
Yang-tse, from I-chang-fu to Ping-shan-hien. This Atlas, con
sisting of tw o parts, containing the journey and a description, is
composed of 64 plates, on the scale of 1 : 25000. We may judge
of the magnitude of Father Chevalier’s work when we know
that, in order to compile the table of statistics astronomically
fixed between I-chang-fu and Ping-shan-hien—not to speak of ob
servations of meridional passages of stars, about 450 in number,
and now of the observations between I-chang and Shanghai—
he had to take over 800 altitude observations of the Sun and
stars, each observation being separately calculated after a very
rigorous method. Thanks to the labor of Father Chevalier, we
may now sav that if the h37drography of the Lower Yang-tse
(except that of Shanghai, due to Septime Viguier) is English,
that of the upper basin is French.” ” f
“ The Geographical Society of Paris has conferred upon Fathers
Colin and Roblet, of the Society of Jesus, missionaries in Mada
gascar, [for their map of the country] the Herbert Fournet prize,
* Die Katholischen Missionen, Freiburg, Switzerland, Vol. 26, Sept. 1898, p.
277.
f Woodstock Letters, vol. 30, p. 307, November 1901.
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the greatest at its disposal. It consists of a gold memorial
medal and of the sum of 6000 francs. M. Alfred Grandidier, a
member of the Society, and commissioned to report upon the
matter, remarked oh this occasion that “ in the entire history o f
travels no second example of such a comprehensive and com
pleted production as that of Fr. Roblet’s could be found.” This
father carried on the topographical survey of Imerina from 1872
to 1884, all alone, and in a country the greater part of which
was yet wild, under almost insuperable difficulties, and not sel
dom at the risk of his life. He measured 32000 square kilome
ters and climbed 3000 mountain heights. * * * To this enor
mous labor the triangulation of the Betsileo country must also
be added. Fr. Colin became his assistant in 1888, and at his
own initiative built in Tananarivo the first French observatory
in the southern hemisphere. After testing and making sure of
Fr. Roblet’s results, he continued with him to the east coast the
geodetic, astronomical and magnetic measurements begun in
Imerina. At the call of the government both then came to Paris
to complete their work. Fr. Roblet’s map proved a reliable
guide to the French expedition according to the testimony of
Generals Duchene and de Torcy.” *
But the Atlas de Filipinas, which appeared in 1900, will prob
ably appeal more to American readers. It comprises a series of
30 maps, which embrace about 1725 islands and 118542 square
miles of measured and about 1000 of unmeasured area. An eth
nographic map gives the habitat of 69 tribes, an orographic one
the mountains, volcanoes and ocean depths, and another the
frequency of earthquakes. Professor Henry S. Pritchett, the
superintendent of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey,
remarks in his Introduction to the Atlas: “ Shortly after the Phil
ippine commissioners reached Manila it was learned that a series
of maps, covering the more important islands of the archipelago,
was being prepared at the Jesuit Observatory, under the super
vision of the director, Rev. Jose Algue, S. J. An inspection of
such maps as had already been completed satisfied the commis
sion that they were superior to anything hitherto published.* * *
The commission conceived the idea of securing their co-operation
in the preparation of a comprehensive atlas of the archipelago.
* * * It is an interesting fact that the technical work was exe
cuted wholly by native Philippine draughtsmen. It was carried
on under the immediate supervision of Rev. Jose Algue, S. J., Di* Die Katholischen Missionen, Freiburg, Switzerland, Vol. 27, Nov. 1898,
p. 49.
\
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rector of the Manila Observatory. The entire absence of accur
ate surveys of many of the islands was necessarily a serious
drawback, but the Jesuits spared no pains in securing all avail
able data, and verified them by consultation with members of
the other religious orders, as well as with old residents, travelers
and explorers. To the admirable work of their own Order is
due practically all of our present knowledge of the interior of
Mindanao. ”
We might also add in this connection that Fr. Secchi measured
a base line in the States of the Church in 1858 and determined
the length of a degree of the meridian. In 1867, as the repre
sentative of Pius IX he assisted at the Paris Conference which
established the length of the meter.*
Published Works.
The Bibliotheque de la Compagnie de Jesus, new edition, in 9
volumes quarto, by Father Carlos Sommervogel, illustrates in
the most convincing manner the literary activity of the Society
of Jesus. But ours is the domain of astronomy only. I shall
passover the astronomical articles in popular magazines and
newspapers and in technical journals, and the special publica
tions of observatories, and shall call attention only to those
works and those men that are specially eminent.
The ablest as well as the most prolific of modern Jesuit astro
nomical writers is beyond all doubt Father Angelo Secchi. In
the Bibliotheque mentioned before the bare enumeration of the
titles of his productions covers the amazing number of 19 pages
quarto in double columns. In fact, his literary activity almost
passes belief, and one hardly knows whether he can trust his eyes
in scanning the long array of his productions, even in spite of the
most exact references. He sent at least 643 communications to
14 journals.! The most important of Fr. Secchi’s larger works
are:
1. B’Unita delle Forze Fisiche, Rome, 1864. It has gone
through tw o Italian, one German and one French editions.
2. Be Soleil, Paris, 1870. The second edition appeared in
1875. It has been translated into German and Spanish.
3. Be Stelle, Milan, 1877. It was translated into German
and French.
* Vox Urbis, March 1, 1903.
t Vox Urbis, March 1, 1903, but the Bibliotheque mentions 42 journals. Of
these 643 papers, 133 appeared in the Astr. Nachr., 184 in Comptes Rendues, etc
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4. A treatise on cosmography for the use of schools, and
5. Elements of Terrestrial Physics, both in Italian, the latter a
posthumus publication, 1879.
Father Secchi was equally active in physics and in meteorology,
and his large meteorograph, described in Ganot’s Physics, merited
for him the Grand Prize (100000 francs) and the Cross of the
Legion of Honor at the Paris Universal Ex losition of 1867. It
was conferred upon him by the hand of the emperor Napoleon
III, in presence of the emperors of Russia and Austria, and of the
kings of Prussia and Belgium. The emperor of Brazil sent him a
golden rose as a token of his appreciation.
The “ Atlas Stellarum Variabilium” by Father Hagen, of
Georgetown College Observatory is “ the most important recent
event in the variable star world.” * “ It will without doubt be
come in time an indispensable requisite of the library of every ob
servatory, just as the Bonn maps have become.” f Professor E.
C. Pickering, of Harvard College Observe tory, esteemed the At
las so highly that he obtained from Miss Catherine Bruce, the
great astronomical benefactress, a donation to the printer to en
able him to undertake the work, and he is also endeavoring to
secure the presentation of a 12-inch equatorial to Fr. Goetz of
Bulawayo, (Rhodesia), South Africa, for the continuation of Fr.
Hagen’s charts to southern stars.$ Fr. Hagen has also become
a great factor in the mathematical world bv his “ Synopsis der
Hohcren Mathematik” in four volumes quarto.
Less well known perhaps, but not the less important in their
own sphere are the books “ Astronomisches aus Babylon” by
Fathers Epping and Strassmaier, and “ Die Babylonische Mondrechnung” by Fr. Kugler (Freiburg, 1900). “ it is well known
that the investigations made by the Jesuit Father Epping (in
company with the Assyriologist Father Strassmaier) upon many
Babylonian astronomical bricks have had as a consequence that
the scientific level upon which the history of astronomy had
formerly placed the Babylonians, must be taken considerably
higher. * * * Epping’s investigations * * * now receive a
very valuable extension through the labor of Father Kugler, c f
Valkenberg, Holland. * * * From our communication con
cerning the work of Father Kugler it may be inferred of what
great importance his book is to the history of astronomy. Even
* P opular A stronomy , No. 81; p. 50.
f Ernst Hartwig in V. J. S. vol. 35, p. 51.
% “ A Plan for the Endowment of Astronomical Research,” p. 12, (reviewed
in P opular Astronomy N o . 106 (Jun.-Jul. 1903) p. 352).
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if later discoveries made upon the Babylonian bricks should per
haps modify one or other view of the writer, the cate and dili
gence with which he wrent to work stamp his book as indicating
a very considerable advance upon Epping.” *
“ Die Gravitations-Constante, die Masse und mittlere Dichte
der Erde nach einer neuen experimentellen Bestimmung,” Vienna,
1896, by Fr. Carl Braun, of Mariaschein, Bohemia, represents
about eight years of patient work and “ bears internal evidence
of great care and accuracy, and he obtained almost exactly the
same result as Professor Boys.f Fr. Braun carried on his work
far from the usual laboratory facilities, far from workshops, and
he had to make much of his apparatus himself. His patience and
persistence command our highest admiration.” !
“ Ueber Kosmogonie vom Standpunkte christlicher Wissenschaft, nebst einer Theorie der Sonne und einigen darauf beztiglichen philosophischen Betraehtungen,” by Fr. Carl Braun. “ This
problem, mighty in every respect,” says Dr, Forster,If “ is treated
from almost all points of views with clearness and impressive
ness. One could hardly at this time find in any other book all
the essential features of a theory of the Sun collected together in
such a directive manner.” Fr. Braun is at present at work upon
the third edition.
Conclusion.
To conclude. While I realize that I have not said all that was
to be said upon the subject in hand, on account of not having ac
cess to all, nor even to the greater part, of modern astronomical
literature, nor all the standard journals, I think I have said
enough to convey to the reader a pretty fair idea of wliat the
Society of Jesus has done in the field of astronomy. The cultiva
tion of this field is only secondarily an object of the Order, and
is the work rather of individual members or colleges than of the
whole Society.
E rrata in P art I.
For Tyrnan read Tvrnau.
“ Brensing read Breusing.
“ 1653 and 1655 (Riecioli’s Works) read 1651 and 1665.
* F. K. Ginzel in V. J. S. vol. 35, pp. 25 6-27 3.
t That is, the Earth’s mean density = 5 .5 2 7 6 0 ± 0.0 013 .
t Recent Studies in Gravitation, Professor John H. Poynting, D. Sc., F. R. S.,
Proceedings of the Royal Institution of Great Britain, vol. X V I, part 2, Nov
1901, reprinted in Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution, 1902, p. 20 3.
fl V. J. S. Vol. 25, 1890, p. 56.
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